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The Era of Lachhmun &'em.-By H. BEVERID~E, EsQ., C. 8. 
L. 

The object of this paper ie to draw attention to the facts that the 
era of Lachhman Sen is mentioned by Abu-1-Fael in the Akbarnbma, 
and that according to him i t  began in 1119 A. D. 

I The era has been discussed by more than one scholar, but i t  
appears that its date, or even the event denotcd by it, has not yet been 
positively ascertained. 

According to Dr. Mitra the era began in 1106-7 and dates from the 
accession of Lachhman Sen I, the grandfather of the Lacllhman who 
wm dethroned by Bautiybr Wilji. According to General Cunningham 
the era began with the death of Lachhman Sen I, and the first year of 
it is 1;08 or 1109. 

The first European scholar who mentions the date is, according to 
Cunningham, Colebrooke who alluded to i t  in 1796. Afterwards it was 
referred to by Mr. Prinsep in 1836. But none of these writers refer to 
the Abkarnbma. Apparently it was thought that the only mention of 
the chronology of Bengal was to be found in the Ain-i-Akbari, that 
being the only work of Abu-1-Fazl which had been translated into 
English. There is indeed a reference to Abu-1-Fazl's mention of the 
Lachhman era in a note on the last page of Price's History of the 
Muhammadans, but the date given to it is wrong by a thousand years, 
and the era is wrongly called that of Lachhman Singh. 

The way in which the era comes to be mentioned by Abu-I-Fazl 
is t~ follows : Akbar, as is well known, invented a new era which he 
called the Tan@ IlBhi or the Divine Era. I t  is nsually stated that it 
began with his accession, but this is not quite correct. Akbar ascended 

I the throne a t  Kalanor on 2 Rabiu-g-gbni, 963 A. H., corresponding to 
I 

A 
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1 4 t h  February 1556, old style. He  made his Tad& I16hi begin with the 
first year of his reign, but he took for its commencement the period of 
the vernal equinox or the time when the m n  enters. This Aries 
was the Nanroz of the Pmians  and the fixwt day of their month of 
Farwardin. This Nanroz began on 10th March, old style, or 21st March, 
new style, and so the Divine Era began on 21st March 2556. But though 
it wae made to begin then, the era was not invented or a t  least not 
promnlgated till 992 A. H., corresponding to 1584 A. I). In  that year 
a farmin or edict w w  issued by Akbar. This farm411 was probably 
drafted by the eminent astronomer and philosopher, called Mir Fath 
'#li of Shirtiz, for it was he who corrected the Tables of megh Beg 
for the purpose of the new era. The farmin is given a t  pp. 10-13 of 
Vol. I1 of the Akl#rmQma, Ed. Bibliotheca Indica. I n  i t  the other eras in 
m e  in  the world are referred to, and at  p. 12, 7 lines from top, we have 
the important words &YJ & b+ a ~ ~ + ' j l  6 q S'JA  

o-IsY JI-fi>d>PI )(t+ JL j k & I >  - -1 

" En the county of Bang (Bengal) dates are calculated from the 
beginning of the reign of Lrtchhman Sen. From that period tin now 
there have been 465 years." 

Then the farmtin goea on to mention the Srilivihan and Vikmmh- 
ditya e m ,  and states that 1506 years of the Siilivhhan, and la1 of the 
~ h r n i d i t ~  era have elapsed. If we deduct these periods, we get 
1584-465 =r 1119 A. D. for fhe beginning of the Lachhman Sen era, 
1584-1506 = 78 A. D. for the beginning of the SQlivBhan era, and 
1 5 8 6 1 6 4 ~ 1  = - 57, i. e., 57 B. C. for the beginning of the VikramL 
ditya era. These two last dates are right according to chronologists, so 
that we may place reliance on the Lachhman Sen one. But if Abu-1-Faal 
in right, and it is likely that he is right, for the date is given in a solemn 
public document and a t  a time when the Lachhman Sen era was in 
use, Dr. Mitra and the almanac-makers of Tirhut are wrong about the 
beginning of the era;  and General Cnnningham is wrong both about 
the date and the event commemorated by the era. 

According fo Abn-1-Fazl the era began in 1119 A. D., i. e., abont 
twelve years after the date given by the Tirhut almanac-makers. 

Possibly Abn-1-Fazl is wrong, and possibly too there is a misprint* in 
the Bibliotheca Indica edition, but there is a circnmshnce which seems 
to me to corroborate Abu-1-Fazl. This is that the Tabaqrit-i-NQgiri says 
that Lachhman had been on the throne for eighty years, when he was 
expelled by BakhtiyQr a i l j i  (Raverty's translation of the TabaqBt-i- 
NBcjiri, p. 554). 

a Mejor Pricw'e US., however, must have given slao the figures 465. 
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NOW Baatiytir  a i l j i  took Nadiyi apparently in 590 A. H. = 1194 
A. D. (Rrtverty's translation, p. 559 note), or in 1195 A. D. w r d i n q  to  
General Cunningham. If then Lrtchhman began to reign in 1119 and 
reigned eighty years, this would bring the termination of hie government 
to 1199 A. D., which is a tolerahly clow approximation to the dates of 
the capture of Nadiy& given by Raverty and Cunningham. If we take 
Mr. Blochmann's date for that event, viz., 1198 or 1199 then there is an 
almost complete coincidence between Abu-1-Fazl's date of 1119 for the 
commencement of Lsohhman Sen's reign and the sltatement in the Trtbaqet 
of Yinhhju-d-din that Lachhman reigned eighty years. That is, if the 
eighty yeam be taken to be calendar years. If, on the other hand, 
they are taken to  be Muhammadan or lur~ar years, they will amount to 
somewhat lees than seventy-eight calendar yeera. Major ELaverty, in 
a note a t  p. 558 of his translation of the Tabaqat, quotes one Munshi 
Sham Parsad as saying in an account of Ganr that Rai h h h m a n  
ruled from 510 to 590 A. H. Major Raverty adds that this is correct, bub 
i t  can only be made to agree with the Tabaqdt by reckoning the eighty 
years of the reign as lunar years; for 510-490 A. H. is equal to 
1 1 1 6 1 1 9 5  or 1194 A. D. 

General Cunningham's idea, that the Lachhman Sen era wae 
established on the death of that prince, is opposed to the statement of 
Abu-1-Fazl, and also seems to be improbable. It is not eommon either in 
the E a t  or West to begin an era with a death. Men generally date 
from a birth or from an accession to a throne. A k b r ,  it is true, or- 
dered that the Tar iQ Alfi, or history of a thousand years, should begin 
from the death of Muhammad, but this was a freak of despotism, occa- 
sioned apparently by a superstitious aversion to the word Hijrah, which 
was ill-omened from its meaning " flight." 

If, however, we adopt General Cunningham's view and also hold that 
the Lachhman Sen of the era is the father of Lakhmania, the last king 
bf J3enga1, then we find that the death of the father and the birth of the 
son occurred almoat at  the same time, and in this way Abn-1-Fazl's state- 
ment and General Cunningham's may be reconciled. Lakhmania, the Iwt 
king of Bengal, was a posthumous son. When his father died, his mother 
ww far advanced in her pregnancy, and the nobles put the crown on her 
womb and did homage to her and the unborn child. She had herself 
hung up head downwarda for two hours, in order that the birth might be 
delayed till an auspicious moment. He  was born, and the poor mother 
expired, and then the infant was laid on the throne. 

It is in this way that he is said to have reigned eighty yeare. I 
this horrible story is true, we need not wonder a t  Lakhmania's mi@- 
fortunes. He was emphatically one oui w n  riaere parentea. Thus then 
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i t  may be almost equally correct, so far as  the initial year is concerned, 
to my that the era began with the death of Lachhman Sen, as that it 
began with the birth of his son Lakhmania. I prefer, however, Abu-l- 
Fazl's statement that i t  began with the commencement of the reign of 
Lachhmn Sen. Even if we take this Lachhman Sen to be the father of 
Lakhmania, and not Lakhmania himself, still Abu-I-B'azl's date may be 
correct. We do not know how long the father reigned and if, as Lassen 
conjectures, he was an usurper, his duration of power is likely to have been 
short. Abn-1-Fazl's omission to say that he ever reigned a t  least 
implies that he did not rule long. There would therefore be no diffi- 
culty in supposing that his reign began about 1119 A. D. Perhaps an 
argument in favour of the view, that the last king of Bengal or his 
father gave hie name to the era, may be derived from the fact that one 
of them founded a new dynasty and a new capital. This was a circum- 
stance likely to be marked by the introduction of a new era. Stewart 
in his History of Bengal, p. 42, describes Lachhman, the last king of 
Bengal, w succeeding his father Lachhman, but the authority whom he 
seems to have followed, v i a ,  the author of the Tabaqht-i-NBsiri, does not . . 
mention the father's name. The Persian original will be found, quoted 
a t  p. 135 of our Journal, Part I for 1865, in Dr. Mitra's paper on the 
Sena RLjLs. 

Abu-I-Prtzl in his Kin, p. 414, mentions Lakhman (qu. Lachhman ?) 
as the father of LakhmnH, but he does not describe him as having ever 
reigned. In  his list a t  p. 413, RBjh Nojah is the last king of Bengal. 
He is the last of the sixty-one kings who, according to him, ruled Bengal 
for 4544 years. Nojah reigned three years, and then, says Abn-1-Fazl, 
the country came under the dominion of Dehli. 

It is cnrions that he should say nothing here of Lakhmania, and 
that in the very next page he should tell ne that he succeeded RhjA 
Nojah. Three suggestions may be made to recollcile the discrepancy, 
though none of them is quite satisfactory. 

1st. The list, at  p. 413, may be that of a particular family and so 
not include Lakhmania, who a t  all events was not a direct descendant 
of Nojah. Possibly he was not even a Kayasth. 

2nd. The list may be that of the kings of Gaur or Lakhnauti and 
so not include Lakhmania who had his capital a t  Nadiyh. 

3rd. Lakhmania may not be included, because his reign did not 
come to a natural end, but was violently interrupted by BaBtiyhr m l j i .  

Though the TabaqLt-i-N&giri does not mention the father's name, 
jt represents the father as having reigned, and possibly Stewart combined 
$be statements of Abu-1-Fazl and the Tabaqht. 

The pbeq&t i s  the better authority of the two probably, and so 
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putting it and Abu-1-Fazl's statement together, we may take i t  that 
Lachhman the father of Lakhmania rnled Benpl.  

Dr. Mitra, in the paper already quoted, describes Abu-I-FazI as saying 
that Laohhmrtn ascended the throne in 1116 and reigned eight years. 
But I have not been able to find either of these statements in ~ b u - 1 - ~ a z l .  
Apparently the Lachhman to whom Dr. Mitra refers is the Lrtkhan Sen 
who sncceeded BalBl Sen. But Abn-1-Fad makes him reign only seven 
yeam. I submit too that clearly this Lakhan Sen or Lachhman Sen 
has nothing to do with the era we are considering. He  sncceeded BalBl 
Sen the builder of the Fort of Gaur, and was in his turn succeeded by 
MBdhava Sen who, according to Abu-1-Bazl, reigned ten years. Then 
came Kesava Sen who reigned fifteen years, then Suda ~ e h  (no donbt 
the Sura Sen of the RBjBvali, qnoted by Dr. Mitra at  p. 134 of his paper) 
who reigned eighteen years, and finally Nojah who reigned three years. 
Thus we have from Lachhman Sen or Lakhan Sen, the son of BalBI, to 
Lakhmania, the son of Lachhman, a period of forty-six years. Four 
princes too intervened, so that Lakhmania can hardly have been the 
grandson of Lakhan the son of Baltil. As Lakhmania reigned eighty 
years, his accession must date from 1114 or 1119, according as we take 
I194 or 1199 as the date of the capture of NadiyB. If then the Lakh- 
mania era took its rise with ~ a k h a n  Sen, the s in  of Balhl, its first year 
would be in 1068 or 1073 A. D., if we count from his death, and iu 1061 
or 1066, if we count from the beginning of his reign. Such dates, how- 
ever, would be contrary to all the authorities. I venture, therefore, to 
think that the view of Dr. Mitra and of General Cunningham that the 
Lachhman Sen who gave his name to the em was the son of BalBl 
Sen, is one which cannot be sustained. 

In  connection with this part of my subject I wish to caution my 
readers against accepting the lists of kings of Bengal given in Gladwin's 
tran~lation as a correct rendering of the lists of A~u-1-Bazl. A reference 
to the original will show that Gladwin's translation is not quite ac- 
curate. 

The last HindG king of Bengal mentioned in Abu-I-Fazl's liet, #in 
p, 413 Bibliotheca Indiba edition, ie RBjB Nojah who rnled three yeam. 
This is the RijB Noe or Noujah of Gladwin, for he has both spellings, and 
the S j 4  Bhoja of Lassen. Abu-1-Fazl my8 that when RBjB Nojah died, 
the kingdom passed to Lakhmania the eon of Rai Lachhman. He also says 
that bkhmania  rnled a t  NadiyB and was expelled by Ba&tiyBr Q i l j i  
(#in, p. 414). 

In  my humble opinion this Lakhmania is the Lwhhman Sen of the 
Akber~lhrna, and the prince who gave his name to the Lachhman em. 

The point is, I submit, a most interesting one ; for it concerns the 
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date of the rrccession of the last Hindti king of Bengal. I trust, there- 
fore, that some one will take up the inquiry, and, if possible, reconcile 
Abu-l-Fazl with the almanac makers of Tirhut. 

Colebrooke's date of 1104 A. D., i. e., 1796-692, does not agree with 
the almanacs, ~ n d  i t  would appear thut Halayudha was the spiritnal 
adviser of Lachhman, the son of ' Balil. In  that case i t  seems almost 
certain that the date 1104 is wrong. The only thing apparently that 
stands in the way of the acceptance of Abu-l-Fazl's date k the Tirhut 
almanacs. But i t  seems that they do not agree with one another, and 
also that the compilers of them are ignorant of the origin of the era. 

I t  strikes me as strange that the era shonld be permanent in Tirhut 
and not in other districts. Lakhmania reigned a t  Nadiyi, latterly a t  all 
events, and I beg to suggeet that inquiry should be made among the pandita 
and almanac-makers of Nadiyti as to whether they know of and make use 
of the em.* 

I have consnlted Tieffenthaler, but I do not find tht  he throws any 
light on the matter. In  one place he gives the months as well as the 
years of the Sen %ji's reigns, and speaks of Kesava Sen as being the 
son of BalP Sen and the father of Mhdhava. This is against the notion 
that Lakhmanis was the grandson of Lachhmn. In another place, 
p. 473 of the account of Bengal, Tieffenthaler gives the same list as Abu-l- 
Fad, but adds that after RhjB Nodja there reigned seven Hind6 princes 
whose names are not known, and who ruled for 106 yeers. But it seema 
that this ia merely a corrupt version of Abu-l-Fazl's statement. The 
seven princes of Tieffenthaler are really not the unknown descendants of 
&ijA Nojah, but are the seven Sen kings ending with Nojah. Abu.1- 
Fazl's list of them shows that they reigned 106 years. 

Tieffenthaler appa~~ently did not get hie information direot from 
Abu-l-Fazl's book, but from some later compilation. 

One important point remains to be noticed. 
At  p. 397 of Dr. Mitm's second article on the Sena RQjb, he gives a 

Sanscrit inscription from Buddha &ye, and translates it as follows : 
L' On T hnrsday the 12hh of the wane, in the month of VaiSrikha Sam- 

vat or year 74 after the expiration of the reign of the auspicious hksh- 
maqa Sena Deva." 

But is it not possible that the Sanscrit words mean the 74th year 
of the reign of Lachhman Sena ? I n  other words t h d  the date is a 
Jultis or regnal era. 

If so, all our dilliculties seem to be a t  an end, for no king is recorded 
to have reigned eighty yews except the lagt Setla king, i. e., Lachhman. 

* [The wggested enquiry ie being made, and its resalt will subsequently be 
wmmnnioated. ED.] 
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The 74th year mnst, therefore, be the yesr of his reign, and it follows 
that the era originated with him. If Abn-1-Fael is correct, and my 
reading of the Sanscrit inscription admissible, then the date of the 
inscription is 1119 + 47 = 1193 A. D. 

My knowledge of Sanscrit is exceedingly small, but it looks to me 
es if the words of the inscription might bear the above interpretation. 

Possibly it was because it never occurred to any one that a reign 
could last seventy-four years, that i t  ww taken for granted that the 
mventy-four years mnst mean years after the expiry of the reign. 

Notes on some Kolarian tribes.-By W. H. P. DRIVER.+ 
The Asurn. 

Habitat.-The b u r s ,  (L small tribe, speaking a dialect of the Kolarian 
language, are to be found only in the extreme west of the Lohardagh 
district. They are iron-smelters by profession. 

Origin and history.-They appear to have considerable traditions 
in connection with their former history. The following is the story 
isegarding their origin, and general history. In ancient times they 
were a great people and inhabited the Dhaulagir and Mainagir Hills 
on which there were two large lakes. They were clever artisans, 
travelled about in palkis, and used to eat red-hot iron. They did 
not cultivate the land, but had large herds of cattle. Then the 
UrBogs, called LodhBs, appeared and took all their cattle, and they had 
to go into the jungles. (The saying with reference to the UrSons 
being stronger is bdro bhdi Asur, terd bhdi  Lodh6, i. e., ' the Asurs are 
twelve brothers, but the Lodhira are thirteen brothers.') This drove 
them to desperation and they took to cattle-lifting and preying on 
the Uriogs. (The mythology of the varions Kolarian tribes always 
refers to the Asnrs as robbers and fire-eaters.) These UrBogs, unable 
to  attack them in the jungles, called in  the assistance of Bhag'whn, 
who built a great fort and invited all the Asnrs to attend. Being 
afraid to refuse, they all came a t  the summons, and were told to enter 
the fort by Bhag'wBn, who to allay their fears went in first. After 
they were all in, Bhag'whn shut the gate and disappeared from the 

top. He then filled the fort up with charcoal. When he got outside, 

[All names, terms and words quoted in this paper are spelled by the author 
as he heard them from the people. The system of spelling, or tramliteration, is the 
nsnal one ; but it should be noted that n indicates the nasalisation of the preceding 
vowel, and that d indicates the Eastern Gaufian, or Bengili, pronnnoiation of a ; 
thns gotdr is the Hindi gotar, Skr. gobro ; bdy corresponds to Hindi bay or bard ' great.' 
ED.]  
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he found two Asurs (a brother and sister) who had not gone in 
with the rest, and he made these two fix up a bellows (such as the 
Asurs use for smelting iron) and immolate the whole tribe. These two 
were then carried away by the Urho~s,  and left in the jungles, where 
their descendants are now found, being condemned for ever to use the 
bellows. They say that the Urhogs brought their twoancestors inpalkis 
from the far East, but they have not the slightest idea how far, nor 
where Dhaulagir and Mainagir are situated. 

In difierent parts of the Lohardagii and ChaibPsh districts are 
found -well finished stone, clay, glass, and metal beads, and also small 
silver coins (of the kind called ' old Hind6 punch coins ') which are at- 
tributed by the people t o  the ,burs, but i t  is difficult to say whether 
the present Asum are descendants of the people who used these coins 
and beads or not. I am credibly informed that beads similar in 
every way to these are, at  the present day, worn by the Bhufiyiis about 
Darjiling, and this fact taken in conjunction with the legend about 
Dhaulagir appears to me very suggestive of the true origin of these 
people. The Bhagavat Pur4qa (1, 3, 24) refers to the people of Kikata 
(Bihhr), who were in those days mostly Kols, as Asurs ; and these 
Asurs of Lohardagh (who are also Kols) state that they have borne 
this name from ancient times. We, therefore, seem to have connecting 
links for tracing the present day Asurs from the Himhlayau mountains 
to the hills of Chutiyh Nhgpur. 

Titles, sub-tribes and septs.-The Asurs assume the title of MBn- 
jhi. They are divided into the following sub-tribes : Ja'it ,burs and 
Loharh-Aaurs, who smelt iron and make ploughs, &c. ; SoCgkii or 
Agariyl-Asurs and Gogd-Asnrs, who smelt iron, but do not make 
ploughs, &c. A11 these sub-tribes have innumerable gotars such 
as Rofe, Sikta, Aigd, Topo, Kerkefii, Kachhuwh, Tirki, Nhg, Chitri, 
Gundri, and Sujhr, &c. 

Festivals and religious custom.-They observe the following festi- 
vals and religious customs: Ndgh-parab in January; PhLigzlnd in 
February; a t  this festival they offer a sacrifice of a fowl to Ag- 
dhariyd Devatci (the Earth God). The fowl is held by a pair of 
pincers, its head is placed on an anvil, and i t  is struck with a 
hammer, a prayer being offered with a request to be preserved 
from the sparks, that fly from red-hot iron. Hariydm' in May, 
when a fowl is sacrificed to their parents ; Daliyci (the God of Plenty), 
a, sacrifice in June ; Bend&, the hunting festival, in June; Karam 
in August; Sohardi in October. A sacrifice is offered to ' BCir 
Pahdri Bo?igd7 (great hill God) of a brown goat, and to ' Pand'rci 
Devatri' (the sun) of a mottled fowl. These two are yearly sacrifices, 

I 



but may be offered at  my time. A11 the above sacrifices are &ere1 by 
t h e  p p l e  themselves, withon6 the assistance of pdhans. The pd7~att#, 
or priest, who nmst be either am Asnr or a MundB, offers sacrifices at  
the Sarhul in May, and a t  the Khaq~iydri cJr harvest festival in Novem- 
ber. Tuesday and the change of the moon are considered good times t o  
offer these samific~s. The DdrU and ChwafZ are evil spirits who afflict 
people, and when bhey make their presence felt, they have 60 be propi- 
tiated with a  sac&^, by ths pihan, and politely turned out. 

D a n c e s . - . r e  dam the j h h r ,  dornkai't, ~hariyli, Luuhgi, desa6li, 
and jatrd OP khqiyd. They use only the dhol and windur, and they 
have no horns, flutes, cymbals $0. 

Food.-Thy mb cows, pigs, b&loes, tigem, mts, and lizade, 
and also poisonous anakes, such 88 the a6g and jh& for the cure 
of lumb~gcx The snakes' hemla are cut off, and the flesh is separab- 
ed from the bones and fried. 

Mamiage customs.-The marriage memonies of the h w  are pe- 
culiar. The parents supply the trousseau, but the bridegroom gives his 
share towards the feast, and' also gives a, ddld of Rs. 5 to the 
parents. Parents arrange marriRges and the ceremony takes place rut 
the bridegroom's fahher's honse. The following preparations are made 
fDr a wedding I n  front of the honse a, shed of SB1 branches is erected, 
and at  some little distance dl round tihia e temporary S U  fence is put 

up. Thh emlosue is called the rnayu6-td&, and in the centre of 
i6 are planted a long bamboo and a mangoe branch, and alongside 
of these is placed a b%d, or brtsket, for storing grain, which is filled 
with earth and planted with a few grains of corn. The bride and 
bridegroom dine with the rest of the party. After dinner they anoint 
each other all over with oil and turmeric and then retire, while the 
rest, of the party enjoy themselves drinking and dancing in the m a p i -  

t&d. A t  dawn the couple are brought forth and made to stand at  the 
hont  &oor om a yoke covered with kher grass, while two girls (relatives 
of both parties) fetch two small ghayds of water and splash the happy 
pair, uaing twigs from the manpe  branch. The bmily par$ then 
p mto the house, and the pair sitting together m ~ k  each other on 
the forehe& with s idur ,  wing their right-hand little fingers. They 
all then go out and join the rest of the party dancing in 6he marllci-tdd. 
After the eun k well up, the married couple go home, and the wife corn- 
mencea to cook to show that she has undertaken her household dutfies. 

+ [This term is spelled sometimes goihar m, sometimes &ham 914. Pos- 
sibly it  may be a corrnption of the Hindi brdhman or bd~nhan. Compare the Burmese 
' pannha' for brLhrnan, in Bigandet's Legend of CJaruZarna, vol. I ,  p. 29, footnote 19. 
ED;] 

B 
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Marriages usually take place in January, and the pair go to visit 
their pareuta in a year's time. Asurs nanally marry only one wife, and 
widows can re-marry. They must marry in their own tribe, but the 
parties must be of different goto'rs. Married people can separate but 
i t  is considered a disgrace to do so. Property descends to male heirs. 

Czcstome regarding children.-A mother is considered unclean for 
fifteen days after the birth of a child. After this time both she and the 
child are anointed with oil and turmeric, the child's head is shaved, 
and i t  is named often after grandparents, or after the day Gn which 
it was born. Before deciding upon a name, they throw two grains of 
rice into a bowl of water ; when the propitious name is called, both 
gr&m will sink and keep together. A dinner ie given to all relatives 
on such occasions. The boys have their forearms burnt, but the girls 
are not tattooed. Every large village has a Dhamkuriyri or a bachelors' 
hall, in front of which the boys and girla dance. If the elders catch girla 
in the Dhamkuriyd the boys are heavily fined, and their fathers have to 
pay if they cannot. 

Death cwtm.-The oeremonies for the dead are as follows:- 
Those who die a natural death or are killed by accident or by vio- 
lence, are burnt on the banks of a river. Those who die of an; disease 
are buried and three or four large stones are placed over the p v e .  I t  
is customary to feed all relatives after a death. 

The Asurs, like all Kolarian tribes, are very black, and have 
nothing to boast of in the way of features, but they are of good phy- 
sique and have hardy constitutions, although they appear to be dying 
out. 

The Birijiyh. 

Habitat.-The BirijiyL are a small KoIarictn tribe to be found in 
the parginas of Bar'we and Chhechhiri in the Lohardagh district, 
and also in the neighbonriug Native State of Sir'guji. I n  appearance 
they are blaok with flat faces, hut of good physique, and many wear 
the hair in matted locks. They are quiet, unwarlike people (even 
those who live on the hills), and live by cultivation of rice, urid, rcihar, 
h&', mayu6, &c. They say they come from the Mahsdeo EIilla, and 
the following is the story of their origin. 

Origin.-The god Mahhdeo made the figure of a horse out of clay, 
but he was not pleased with i t  ; he then made a dog, but this also did 
not take his fancy; so he finally found a scarecrow and put life into it, 
when it was turned into a man. He  liked his appearance, and 80 made a 
wife for him in the same way by animating another scarecrow. 

Titles and connections.-The BirijiyL sometimes take the title of 



Mdjhi or Ganjhn. Those living on the hilh are called Paharip&, and 
those settled on the plains are known as Qhd-BirijiyA. They appear 
to be nearly allied to the AgariLs and more distantly to the b u r s .  . 

Religion.-Their gods are Debi, Sing'bongd or the Sun, Nind-Bongd 
or the Moon, and MaWeo, and they have three priests of their own tribes 
to attend to these deities. The head p ~ e s t ,  Baigd Pdhan, and his assis- 
tant, the Dmar, offer the mrifices, and the Pujdr is the coneulting priest 
who decides aa to what the sacrifice is to be. !Che people themselves 
offer sacrifices to their dead ancestors whom they call Mud. 

Festivals.-They keep the following festivals, viz., the Phaguii in 
B'ebrnary, the Sarhul in April, the ChinbParab (at the sowing season) 
in June or July, the K a r d  in October, and the Arwd or Khar'waj 
(or harvest festival) in November. A t  thie season they sacrifice to 
Mahsdeo. Like all other Kolarians they are fond of dancing and 
drinking. 

Xa&ge Custom.-Marriapa are arranged between parents by a 
male go-between or bisut. The hill Birijiyh have no got6rs, but marry 
from neighbouring villages. They only marry after coming of age. 
It is customary to buy their wives, the usual price being Its. 4, 
which is paid to the parents. The bridegroom supplies the trousseau, 
which consists of a new cloth dyed yellow, brass bangles, earrings, and 
as manyornaments as he can afford. The chief feature of the cere- 
mony is a big dinner a t  the bride's father's house, to which the bride- 
g-m has to contribute his share in the shape of two or three mannds 
of rice and several ghhayds of rice-beer. A11 the relations of both 
parties and numerous friends are invited to the wedding feast, and 
after the dinner drinking and dancing go on all night. The hill Birijiyis 
anoint each other with oil a t  the marriage, but those of the plains have 
adopted the use of sindur instead. 

Divorce.-A man may marry up to three wives ; and divorcees, 
widows and widowers can re-marry. A divorce or separation is for- 

mally accomplished by the return of the Its. 4 and marriage ex- 
penses, but the said expenses are seldom returned, and the matter 
generally ends in a compromise. 

Czcstoms regarding children.--After child-birth the mother is con- 
sidered unclean for ten days, and ehe has to live and eat apart from her 
husband in a corner of the honse, a door being cut a t  the back of the 
honse for her special use. After the expiry of the proper time she 
washes, puts on a clean dress, and comes in a t  the front door, and the 
husband then blocks up the back door, nntil i t  is again required. 
Twins are very uncommon, and one or both nsnally die. Children are 
named after dead grandparenki or great-grandparents, Boys' fore- 



artns are burnt, but girls are not tattooed like MUU@.LI and KhaeyBs. 
Every village has a D h k a m y d  ' or baohelors' hall for the bigger 
boys. 

Owtoms concerning the dead.-Birijiyis can eibher burn or bnry their 
dead. They bnry them deep and cover the sni.fslce with thorn  and 
brge stones in order to keep off jackals and hyenas. (Perhaps this was 
kbe veal origin of monument~l stones in other countries.) 

Fd.-Birijiyhs are allowed to eat buffaloee, mws, and Ghe d7Him.m 
snake, but they am forbidden to eat monkeys, frogs and ordinary snakes. 
They effect curea by charms, mesmerism, and sacrifices. Disputes 
are settiled by panc7utyafo or consultatioli by elders. 

The Birhors. 

Habitat.-The Birhors, a m 1 l  tribe speaking (I dialect of the KO- 
larian language, chiefly lead a wild nomadic life among the hills and 
+nglea of Chufiyb Nigpur. They travel about in s1~1a1l communities, 
earning a precarious lidng by making string from the chop (Bauhinda 
scamdous) bark. A few of their number have, however, settled down 
in different parts of the district amongst their more eivilised neighbourn 
and taken to cultivation. Those living in the juaglee are usually very 
poor, their huts being made of leavos and branches, and measuring 
8 or 10 feet in length by 6 feet in breadth by 6 feet in height, the 
doors being only 2 feet in height by 14 feet in breadth. These hats ere 
placed in a circular form, with the doors facing towards the iriside 
of the cimle, of whioh the open space in the centre is kept dean and 
used for dancing. In appearance the Birhors are amongst fhe most 
degraded looking of Kolarian tribes. They are usually very short, 
blaok, and dirty-looking, some of the men wearing the hair matted. 
They do not use bows and arrows, and their only kehpons are small 
&X08. 

Fooc1.-The jungle Birhors keep neither cattle, goats, nor pigs, 
but buy them when required for a feast or sscrifice. They eat cow4 
buffaloes, goats, pigs, fowls, rats, and monkeys, but not bears, tiger% 
jackals, dogs, snakes, lizards, &c. For vegetables they are dependent 
mostly .on the Snngles and the following is a list of the commonest 
kinds, viz. : 

Leaves.-Ko'inbr, Khnh, Math&, Katai, Sbri, ShrnberB, Sil'wer, 
Pich'ki, Cbitom, Muchnri, Him, Singh, Rong. Roots.-Hbser, Durh, 
PiskS, Kuln, Kund'rf, Gethi, Bir, Semar, Karil, Chakond. Fwits.- 
Layiyit, Kud8, Podho, Kanduwer, Bel, Dumar, Bar, Pipar, Sarai, Pithor, 
Dan, Tiril, Kat'kar'ji, Sir'kB. Their women help them to make the 
0780p string, and also carry t h  and the monkey skins to the small 



village markets situated nearest the jungles, and khefe &thm sell ok 
berter their a&cles for h e ,  &, a d  oil. The skins of munkeya are 
wed for making Kol drums. 

Hwntingr.-The following is the a y u h  in which they hant. Strong 
nets abont 4 feet wide, which they make of chop, are stretohed 
against upright posts or trees in a line along the ground, for a dietanoe 
$of seveml hundred yarde. They then beat up towards their nets, 
and the forests being almost denuded sf large trees, the monkey& 
(smell, brown and long-trdled) h k e  to the ground, and so get snared 
along with other game. 

Titles and eub-bribes.-The Birhors can tell yon nothing of their 
origin or history beyond #e h t  that they have been ' Birhors ', or 
jungle-men, from prehistoric times. They are commonly knowti amongst 
.the people of khese parts as chopddre (chop &in& makers). They 
me divided into two sub-tribes, namely Bhnliyh or wanderers, ana 
Jeghi br settlers. 

Rsl/igion and szy~~rstitiane.-Their religion is a peculiar mixture of 
Hind& end Eolarian ideae. They worship Debi-mhy, a Hind6 goetdess ; 
Mahi-mLy (represented by a piece of wood painted red) ; Darhh-BoUg&, 
river bank god (mpresenbd by a piece of bamboo utnck in the ground) ; 
Kudri-Bong8, river god ; Banhi-mhy, jungle goddess (represented by 
a small pieoe of wood with some &ndw an ib, stuck in the .groand) ; 
Ln@;lr-rnhy,+ertrth g o d d e ~ ~  ; Dh~kh->Bo~g4, air god ; Bir'kn or Birn-Bong&, 
hiH god; Bnri-mhy (represented by a white'  tone painted red on 
the top); Dadhh-miy (represenid by an arrow head); Hannm&a 
'(represented by a 4rident painted red). Kap'si end JilingP are not re- 
presented by any images. They see no anomIy in worshipping 
' Ha;nnmhn ' and eeting monkeys. The various representatives of their 
gods and goddesses are placed in a small oleared spot fenced in with 
thorn.  The snn is sacrificed to once in fodcr or five years. The 
11aqer communities have their own pdhatn ar priest, who attends to 
all the above-medtioned worthies, but the smaller ohtaps have to content 
themselw wib6 the services of the  Mun@ pdhan of some neigh- 
bonring village. The Birhors offer sacrifices to their parents every 
~ h -  yeme, taking care to avoid the month or months in whioh they 
died, and offering separate fowls to the  father end mother. 

Witchcrofb.-They abo have Ojhris or diviners, besides others who 
practise bhe 'black art.' Such persons are featred and disliked, and 
yet often employed by these superstitioas people. If an aggrievedperson 
wishes to have revenge, he or she (practising under the instructions of 
the OjM) puts a devil on the enemy or on his or her household, and very 
soon qorne one falls ill. The Load of the afflicted house refers to the 
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Ojh6, who lights a chirdg, goes through some mummery, and dia- 
oovers the instigators of the obsession. Amongst the MupdOs the 
result is usually a free fight, but the Birhors take things more calmly, 
and the matter is amicably arranged by the party causing the devil- 
ment, giving the Ojluf e fowl to sacrifice, with a request to withdraw 
the devil. 

The healing art.-The Ojhd is referred to on all occasions of 
sickness, when he goes through the performance of feeling the wrist 
and looking wise, just like onr own quacks. His prescription is 
nothing so nesty as physic, but simply the sacri6ce of a fowl, white, 
red or b h k ,  according to the occasion, and large or small according to 
the means of the patient. Light sicknesses, such as headache or 
stomach-ache, are cured by the Ojhd putting some ' ar'wd chdiil' into 
the right hand of the patient, and tnrliing it five times round hie (the 
patient's) head. 

Festivals.-Birhom keep the following Kolarian festivals, vh. ,  
Mhgh-Parab in January; P h a p i ,  the hunting festival, in February ; 
Sarhnl in March; h m  and Jittiyh in September; D a d  and SohaAi 
in October. 

Dastcecr.-They dance the Lujh'ri a t  the Karam and the Jittiy.4, the 
Jargd a t  the Phaguh and Sarhnl, and the Sauntd1.k a t  other times. 

Frkldship.-The men make kara?n'&l friendships by putting s 
karam leaf in each other's hair, and giving each other a new piece of 
cloth; the women give pieces of cloth, but do not exchange karam 
leaves. The women also form other friendships among themselves by 
going to a river and splashing each other with water. They then call 
each other Gtangkjal. 

Marriage custom.--The Birhors do not marry until full grown, 
They have only one wife, and widows are allowed to re-marry. They 
are not allowed to marry out of their tribe, but they cannot marry into 
the same gotra, i. e., people of the aame family name. They have such 
surnames aa Sing'pnriyb, Nhg'pnriyh, Jag'sariyti, Lilnar, Beharwh, 
Sirnwir, Hem'rom, Mahali, &c. Parents arrange matiimonial matters, 
the price of a wife being from Rs. 3 to RE. 5, and the bridegroom 
goes ta the house of his future father-in-law to get married. After 
eating and drinking, the pdh tn  or priest (one of their own tribe) 
cuts the right hand little fingers of both bride and bridegroom. 
They then mark each other on the breastbone with their blood, 
or put their blood on small pieces of cloth which they exchange and 
for three days wear round their necks. After this ceremony they 
anoint -h other's heads with oil. Then the man takes some gin- 

aur in h% right hand which, with an upward motion, he rubs on 
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the centre of her forehead. She then returns the compliment by 
putting five spots of sindur in a perpendicular line on the centre of 
his forehead. ' The lokqdi  or bridesmaid (generally a young relative 
of the bride) then comes forward and ties the end of thebride's d y i  to 
the bridegroom's gam7chh6. The ceremony is concluded with drinking 
and dancing which is kept up all night, and next morning the whole 
party adjourn to a river or tapk and bathe. After allowing the newly 
married wife to remain with her husband for a few days, the parents 
or guardians take her away and keep her for a week or so, during 
which time she is feasted and well-treated, and she ie then made over 
to her husband. They usually marry in February, and a t  the following 
karam pay a visit to the wife's parents. Birhora do not appear to have 
any definite cnstom~ as to divorce. Such occurrences are very un- 
common among them, but they say that if married people wished to 
separate, there was nothing to hinder their doing so. 

C U B ~ O ~  regarding children.-After the birth of a child, a door is 
en ta t  the back of the house for the use of the mother. When the 
child is six days' old, its head is shaved, its whole body is rubbed with 
oil and turmeric, and i t  is then named either after its grandparents 
or after the day on which it was born. The parents then offer a sacrifice 
after consulting the OjM.  The hair is shaved by one of their own 
people who acts aa barber for the whole community, and who is paid a 
paila (about 2 pounds) of rice for his services. A11 males, both 
young and old, have their heads shaved (with the exception of a 
top knot) a t  regular intervals. The boys, a t  the age of 10 or 12, 
have the backs of both forearms burnt, the operation being per- 
formed with lighted wicks made from oiled rags. The girls, at  about 
the same age, are tattooed on the wrists, biceps, and ankles. This opera- 
tion ia performed by gira'd women who m3ke a profession of it. The 
month of November is  always chosen as the most fitting time for the 
operatiom of tattooing and burning. Children of both sexes remain 
with their parents until they marry. 

Death owtom.-The Birhora first burn and then bury their dead 
near a stream, placing a stone of any bort over the spot. At a parent's 
death the youngest son has his head shaved clean. At  the death of a 
child d l  male relatives shave the forepart of the head, and dine with 
the bereaved parents, and the parents themselves offer 8 s a c d c e  of a 
goat to Debi or %hS-dy. 

The Khayiyricr. 

Habitat.-The KhaF;yBs, a tribe speaking a dialect of the Kol Ian- 
p g k ,  are chiefly to be found in the South-west corner of the Lohardag$ 
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district in the parganb of Pa'ilkot, Em, Kemlpnr, and Sad, and they 
also extend into the neighbonring native atates of Gangpnr, Jaspur, a d  
Raigry.h, some few being also found in the Northern porbions of the 
Sambhalpnr district. A few people bearing this name ase said tio exist 
in a most savage condition in smdl  communities in 6he U b h h  
and S i n g ' b h h  Districte; but no one hss yat ascertained if these people 
speak the Khaqiyb language. 

History.-The K h a e y k  of P&ot and B h  do no6 know any thing 
whatever about the S i n g b h b  Khayiyh, and state t& they came ori- 
ginally from the North, by way of Ro'idhs (Rohtae),, Pafnh, Khqiyh- 
g w  (in Tori pargank), and Lohazdagb This story is, I think, got 
from the U r b m  ; for another tradition says they aame from the South. 
Their earliest traditions refer back to the d a p  of .Phen m&uk NundB 
who was the &her of Bhel bh&r ahd grandhther of illadrci. They 
were evidently from the earliest times s good dsd M up witht 
Mnp5LBs, whom they look upon as elder brothers. 

Diviaims.--They are dixided into the following &-tribes &E. : 

Dudh-Khayiyh, Ber'gh-Khqiyh, Qhel 'kf-Kh~iy& Khqiyh-Mundh, Perai- 
Mupd&, and KhariyLUrhog. The Dudh-Khariyh rank first. They 
may drink with the others, but are forbidden to eat or marry with' 
them. They will not eat animals that haye died of disease. They can 
eat the buffalo, but not the cow. The others a m  eat cows, and the 
Perai-M-s are said ta eat cattle bhah have died of diaetlse. 

~eli&m.-  he religion of the K@yL consists of bhe worship of 
the elements h the Sun and Air, the Hills and the Rivers, and also the  
spirits of their m~estors.  They dao propitiate various evil spirih, of 
whom they aze in constant dread, and they have priests called @hays 
or Baigh who go throngh the ceremonies of offering up swrifices. 
The Phha~p or Baigd is generally himself a Khariy4 but in villages 
with a largely mixed population the p ies t  m y  bdongto any obher 
K o W n  tribe. No Hind6 or MusuMnc can hold thie office. The sacr i~ 
fioes may consist of goats, pigs, fowls or b u m e s .  

Xarriage ceremonies.-The marriage ceremony consists chiefly of 
eating, drinking, and dancing. The bride ie taken to the house of 
her future father-inrlaw, where she and her intended are anointed. 
The bride and b~idegroom are carried about by their friends, while 
the rest of the p t y  are dancing, and the songs (in which the names 
of the happy pair are introduced) are specially compoeed for such occa- 
sions. The festivities are kept up all night, and the next morning the 
whole party adjourns to the nearest tank or river, where they all bathe 
and their clothes, the bride and bridegroom being carried there by 
their friends ; they are, however, allowed to walk home. Marriages are 
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usually arranged by the parents, and the children are wonderfully 
dutiful, as there is nothing to prevent their choosing for them- 
selves. However when parents make the choice they generally 
marry them a t  a somewhat early age. The marriage present, consisting 
(amongst the wealthier people) of seven head of cattle, is given by the 
bridegroom's father to the father of the bride ; and a month after the 
marriage the bridegroom receives e present of an ox from his father- 
in-law. January and February ere the months to marry in. A Khariyi 
may marry four wives, the 1st is called Bar'ki, the 2nd, Majh'li; 
the 3rd, Sajh'li; and the 4th Chkot'N; but besides these he may, 
according to his wealth, have various concubines called Sagais and 
Dhukkzis. Widows and divorcees can remarry, but their price is 
only two head of cattle as compared with seven for a virgin. A Kha- 
riyb man must marry in his own tribe, but from a different gotar. 
A KhariyB woman can marry a man of any Kolarian tribe, but then 
she is out of her own tribe, and can not eat with them. A Khariyj can 
marry his sister-in-law while his wife is alive, if she is lame, blind, or un- 
fmitful, and if his wife leaves him he can legally claim her younger sister. 

Laws of divorce.-Diesolution of marriago is effected by both 
parties going before the Zamindir and headmen of the village, and 
declaring themselves willing to separate. The formula is worded " If 
I call him (or her) I will pay a fine of RE. 20 and receive twenty 
strokes from a shoe." I f  a woman leaves her hnsband, he may con- 
voke a ' Panchiyat,' and recover the oxen and buffaloes, he or his 
father paid for her, either from her father if she returns to him, or else 
from the man whom she goes to live with. A women seems to have 
no redress againat her hnsband for desertion, but she is then allowed 
to livewith any one else she may choose. If s hnsband lives happily 
.with his wife for any length of time, his father-in-law makes him a 
present of an ox or buffaloe. This is called a ddj and is considered 
rt great hononr. Either idiocy or infidelity can warrant a divorce. 

Customs regarding children.-First children are named after their. 
grandparents and omens and auguries are consulted on these as well as 
on all other occasions of any moment. A week after birth tho child's 
head is shaved, and the father and mother having fasted givc 8 big 
dinner to their friends and relatives, spending more money for a boy 
than for a girl. The child is named a month after its birth. The boys 
have their fore arms bnrnt, and girls are tattooed on the forehead and 
temple. 

Festivals and dances.-The Khnyiy6s keep all the usual Kolarian 
festivals. In January they dance the Kizayiyri which is peculiar to 
thomaelves and the UrBons. This is also the chief dance during the 

C 
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Sarhul festivals which is kept in February. Some advanced Kha- 
riycis wear the Jat~ao or sacred thread a t  this festival. The Bisu 
festival kept in March is peculiar to the KhadyL. The names of their 
dances are Khayici, Ced,  Lahasud and Thdyiyci; and they are more 

I 
energetic in their execution than the Mugdh and other Kolarian tribes. 
Their usual stimulant is the rice beer of the country which they prepare 
for themselves. 

Ceremonies for the dead.-The Kha~iyBs of the Lohardage district 
are a well-to-do and advancing people, and the result is that they have 
acquired a number of customs which did not belong to them originally. 
Thus I believe that formerly they used only to bury their dead, but 
now they have learnt to burn them. The most approved ceremony now 
is as follows :-The body is buried with a vow that it will be burnt 

I 
within a certain time (sometimes as much as two or three years). A t  
the time appointed, the body is exhumed and burnt, and the bones 
and ashes are put into an earthen pot and thrown into the chasm 
of any rock in the vicinity of the village or near a river. I n  such 
cases they believe that the body waits intact for the burning cere- 
mony, even though i t  be for years. These customs refer entirely to 
the Khariyis of the Lohardage district, little or nothing being known 
about the small and dogenerate branches inhabiting the most jungly 
parts of M&nlbhbm and Sing'bhirm, and who are said to be in habits 
and appearance more like the Birhors and JnBngs. 

Oouplets or ' Baits' on the coins of Sha'h N6ru-d-din Jaha'ngir, the s m  
of Akbar, collected by C H A ~ .  J. RODGEES, M. R. A. S., Associate Mem- 
ber, Asiatic Society of Bengal.* 1 
So far as I can ascertain there are no coins before the time of Akbar 

which bear couplets or baits of Persian poetry. I know only of two 
coim of Akbar which have conplets on them. One of these is a rupee 
struck a t  AllhhBbM in the 44th and 45th years of his reign. I have 
seen this rupee ' also without a year or month. It is said to have been 
struck by JahBngir when in rebellion against his father. The couplet 
runs thus :- 

Obv. ~k &, il,b, .r J# + 
Rev. &)I ac- &+ d 2  > yJ* 

i. e. ' May the coin of Allhhhbhd be always current like the golden 
disk of the sun and the moon in the East and in the West of the world.' 

[The translations of the couplets have been supplied by Manlewi Mirza Behd 
Ali of the Caloutta Madraeah. ED.] I 

I 



The month A'bdn comes under the first line and the year 44 under 
the second one in one rupee I have. Another one has Farwardin month 
and year 45. A third I have has neither year nor month. 

There is a mohur extant, but very rarely met with, of Akbar's. It 
waa struck a t  Agra towards the latter end of his reign. Mr. Theobald 
of Bedford has one of the 4 t h  ila'hi year. I have one of Isfandrirmuz, 
49th year ilhhi. Mr. Delmerick* edited one of 50th year ildhi, month 
4&~rd&l, but which he reads " jalzis 5." Now Akbar began to use the 
IlBhi year and Persian months in his 30th year on his coins, and he never 
nsed the word jalcis. This word began to be nsed by Jahhngir (see 
Marsden P1. XL and XLI). Akbar uses ikihi instead of jalzis. I have 
seen Mr. Delmerick's mohur. It reads distinctly 8 that is 50. 

The couplet on the mohur is :- 

Obv. -I jj & a#! fiI S& 9 41 +#+ 
Rev. --tJ,!j ~ 2 ; ~ ~  Jwt 9 &j 6 JI 1.1 j a J t L f  

6 e., ' The sun of the seal of Akbar Shjh is the honour of this gold 
(coin) as long as the earth and the sky is adorned with the luminous sun. 
Shuck a t  Agra. Isfandhrmuz-49 Ilhhi.' 

The mint occupies the lowest line and is no part of the couplet. 
On the reverse the month and year are out of the poetry. 

When JahBngir came to the throne the Amiru-l-Omarh composed a 
conplet, which I have seen on round and square rupees struck in LBhor 
and on round rupees of Akbarnagar, h h m i r ,  and Qandahhr. It i 
as follows :- 

Obv. nhjfl ,@ d l -  b j j  ~ 9 )  

Rev. r k  a$ &Ite &dl,,j aL=, 

i. e., ' Shih Nbru-d-din Jahthsngir, son of Akbar BGdshAh, has rendered 
the face of gold shining like the sun and the moon.' 

I n  the Tuzak-i-Jahhngiri we are told that Ayaf WBn wrts ordered 
to make the following couple of baits on large gold coins, one on the 
obverse and one on the reverse :- 

Obverse { ,2& u Jj ,! J+ k 
>file .tdb$ MG aj ,Sl 

i. e., ' The divine pen has msitten on (this) gold (coin) in bright 
characters Sh ih  N6m-d-din Jahthsngir.' 

. 
i. e., ' The world became illuminated by this coin as by the sun, 

(consequently) A'ftdb-i-nzamlakat is the date.' 

* Journal A. S. B. Vol. XLV, Pt. I, 1876, p. 292, and PI. V, fig. 6.  
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Between the lines of the obverse inscription the Kalimah was 
written, while between the lines of the reverse were to come the name 
of the mint and the year of jalzis and the Hijri year. These gold coins 
were of 100, 50, 20, and 10 tolahs. I have never seen one, and never 
heard of one being in existence. The words Aftlib-i Harnlakat give 
the date 1014 A. H., the date of Jahhugir's 1st year. 

The first mention of a Persian month I find on a beautiful mohur 
(square) of Jahingir's. The month is dbcin and the year 5 .  Mint K p .  

i. e., ' In the month of Abitn the shadow of God, ShQ Niiru-d-din, 
son of Akbar ShBh, stamped this coin a t  AgrB. 1019 A. H., the 5th 
year of jalzie.' 

This mohur is in my cabinet. Mr. Theobald of Bedford has a 
duplicate. 

Another couplet of the same year has the month Bahman and mint 
Lkhor. My coin is a round rupee, several duplicates are known. 

i.. e., ' In  the month of Bahman the gold of LBhor became like the lu- 
minous moon, in the reign of Shih Nhru-d-din Jahingir, son of Akbar 
Shih. 1019 A. H., 5th year.' 

Two square rupees in my cabinet have the month Isfanddrmuz of 
the 5th y.ear. The first is of the Xgrh mint, the secoud of LBhor, both 
of 1019. 

Obv. ~ b ?  aj $1 JJ e t ~ m i l  -1 e 

Rev. Jg' a E  etJ?fiIe $2 u~~ ~ L L , ~ . ~  1 - 1 9  

i. e., ' In the month of Isfanditrmuz the Monarch of the age, Shith 
JahAngir, son of Akbar ShBh, has stamped this coin on gold a t  Agrai. 
1019 A. H., 5th year.' 

Obv. )j2 9 JP~~JJ c):J >~Ji~*ul JJ e 

Rev. J+rl al .2  :,!I #k 8 k  ,a1 au(;: 1 . 1 9  

i. e., ' I n  tbe month of Isfandirmnz the Monarch of the people, Shith 
Jahhngir, son of Akbar Shhh, stamped this coin on gold a t  LBhor. 1019 
A. H., 5th year.' 

I have two other sqnare rupees of Lithor mintage. The months are 
Tir and Urdibihisht, the years 6 and 1020. 



Obv. jj2 fi aL d l  J j  >pY 8b 

, Rev. nL.. dlJfilYt+ I I ~  e b  UJ,A at+ 

i. e., ' I n  the month of Tir the king, the Defender of the faith, Shhh 
Jahhngir, son of Akbar Shhh, stamped this coin on gold at  LBhor.' 

Obv. jd A j  )pYj~ d* ,?I C& c E ~ j > I  Q 

Rev. #I ,.-,!I &Itt ,bj 

i. e., In  the month of Urdibihisht the Monarch of the age, Shhh 
Jahhngir, son of Akbar ShBh, stamped this coin on gold at  LBhor.' 

One beautiful mohur which is in my cabinet has the monthFarwardin. 
I t  is of the Agr4 mint and the years 6 and 1020. 

Obv. +I u,? &Lf PllclljU; gT jj t 
~ t e v .  &I &I&J++ 8 J t - r *  

i. e., ' I n  the month of Farwardin the gold of Agrri became luminous 
like a star by the light of the stamp of ShBh JahBngir, son of A k h r  
S h B .  1020 A. H., 6th year.' 

Thus i t  will be seen that the names of six of the Persian months 
are here woven into the couplets. I daresay the other six months are 
to be found. These are all I have as yet seen after twenty years of 
search. 

Some of the finest rupees and mohurs of Jah4ngir have on them the 
following couplet :- 

~ b v .  8% & $ 1 ~ ~ ~ 3  bj ( * I A  

Rev. a k ~ 4 ~ 8 1  w!I ddt.9 aG d 

i. e., ' The king who is the refuge of the world, Shrih Ndrn-d-din 
Jahingir, son of Akbar Shhh, stamped this coin in  the city of Agrh. 
1018 A. H., 5th year.' 

This is on a mohur. On a rupee I have the years are 4 and 1017. 
The mint is Agr4 on both. The following substitutes Khbul for AgrB, 
and the years are 6 and 1020. This is in my cabinet. 

Obv. 8k >+ > A  Jj &a I ' T o  

Rev. nC ;!J+SI ,!&$+ &dl ~j, a l l  'I 

i. e., ' The king who is the refuge of the world, ShBh N6m-d-din 
JahBngfr, son of Akbar ShBh, has stamped this coin on gold in the city 
of KAbul. 1020 A. H., 6th year.' 

A remarkably fine rupee has 

obv. BJ JJ 3,; 4 6 ~ 1 1 ,  A! I r 
Rev. j p 9  aG ?li! f * r v  

i. e., ' May the coin of Lhhor be current in the world in the name of 
Jahhngir Shhl~, as long as the sky is revolving. 1027 A. H., 13th year.' 



22 C. J. Rodgers-Couplets or 'Baits' on the coins of [NO. 1, \ 
A rupee in the possession of J. D. Tremlett, Esq., has the following 

unique couplet. The mint ie Lahor, and the years are 6 and 1020. 

Obv. )g 9 8 j j  w!J)& I *I" 
Rev. #I r u  w!l fj+ a[$ &- l2 j 'I 

i. e., ' I n  the month of Farwardin the gold of LBhor became an 
object of jealousy to the bright moon through the light of the stamp of 
JaUngir ShBh, the son of Akbar ShBh.' 

Three rupees in my small collection have the following couplet. 
garb-i-Ahmadibsd comes along with the first line, and Tir 2, Di 5 and 
&ar 5 along with the second, one month and year on each rupee. 

Obv. )j aj  AL A h  ~$1-I 99 
Rev. ,$I a& alhL aU - , L S ~  - b ,if 

i. e., ' The lord of the kingdom, Salim Shhh, Sult_hn (son of) &bar 
Shhh, put a stamp on gold.' 

The following is common enough. I have four or five rnpees 
with it. 

Obv. dl e(rh jl ~L(r-1 )A bj &- 
Rev. n W ! ! < t  d l  A+ wid$ nl2 

i 6, '8hih Xiiru-d-din J d h g i r ,  son of Akbar Shhh, stamped 
the coin through the blessings of God, a t  A h d W '  

My cabinet has only one rupee with the following coupIet, without 
a year, the mint is Allahhbbd. 

1 
Obv. a 4 1 d l k - , ~ , j , j  

Rev. &&l a U f i b  IU rG j 
i. e., ' May the brightness of the gold and the coin of AllahbbBd be 

lasting in the name of Jahlngir Shhh, (son of) Akbar ShBh.' 
The following is also in my cabinet. It is of the Ajmir mint, and 

the yeam are 9 and 1023. 
Obv. )j -3 ~4 jZj &+ 
Rev. a& ng tli )?j j 

4. e., ' The gold coin became the light of the world a t  Ajmir by the 
light of the name of Jahhngir Shhh, (son of) Akbar ShQh.' 

The QandahBr rnpees of Jahhngir are of two kinds : those with 
Ilhhi years and Persian months, and those with the following :- 

Obv. d,da a.2 ) b d  bXr, 
Rev. &I s ~ U  j&te jl 

i. e., ' The coin of Qandahsr became pleasant through Jahhngir ShBh, 
(son of) A k k  ShBh.' 



I have rupees of several years. They a m  all coaruely but deeply 
cut. A round mohur strnck a t  &rnadt%b&l is given by Marsden. I 
obtained r )  sirpilar one for Government last year, but the years were 
different. Marsden's P1. xli, fig. DCCCLXXI, has 14 and 1028. The 
couplet is as follows :- 

Obv. a'?& dl? c r k 6  &I 

Rev. ~ 4 1 b - 1  2~' u10 > c T f  
u* - IP 

1 - r A  'L 

i. e., ' Oh God, may the coin of Ahmadirbhd be current in the East 
and the West as l ~ n g  as the world exists. 1028 A. H., year 14' 

A small Dehli mohur in my cabinet has this couplet :- 

O ~ V .  nu &'* eoj > 4J ~j r I 
1 

Rev. dJ1 chkl jl Jj &J! I * r e  

i. e., ' Jah4ngir Sh6h stamped the coin of triumph and victory a t  
Dehli through the abundance of the favour of God.' 

My cabinet furnishes another Ahmadabid rupee of great beauty. 
Years are 12 and 1027. The couplet is :- 

Obv. at>> ~l !  * J )  ~a >+ Csd*! Jli)&&! v2d 
Rev. & #Gal! ,&b? & j I * ~ V  I?  v ~ P L  
i. e., ' May this gold (coin) be always current in the seven climes 

of the world throngh the impression of the name of JahBngir Shih, 
the monarch of the world. Stamped a t  Ahmadiibid, 1027, year 12.' 

I have also a poor one withoat years and with only portions of tho 
couplet on it. 

The town of Mandli in the 12th year of Jahirngir, i. e., in 1026 A. H., 
had mohurs strnck in it with the following bait, which I fail to ar- 
range properly :- 

obv. nG t?frh +jj +* k- I *r  
Rev. > f l 3 8  $[y? ~h $A I r 

i. e., ' May the coin of Mand6 through the name of Jahirngir, give 
light to the world like the sun and the moon. 10'26, year la.' 

Ajmir figures largely as a mint in. Jahhngir's time. Here is another 
couplet from tb mohur of that mint :- 

Obv. ~k ~ ! a  ~ C J &  ,A d L  dl 9 Jj 

Rev. a k l ! & l  w+&++~+J~j+nk : .I  t * r b  

i e., "The king Nhru-d-din Jddngir ,  son of Akbar Shih, the 
defender of the faith, stamped this coin on gold at  Ajmir, 1025, year 11.' 
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Some of the most beautiful coins of Jahingir were struck in Lb- 
hor. The following conplet is on several rupees in my cabinet :- 

Obv. p Y  u j j ~ t  a'! % I * r l  
Rev. ,$ak-&G I I ~  r G  j 

i. e., ' May there always be brightness on the face of the coin of Lihor 
through the name of JahBngir ShBh, (son of) Akbar. 1029, year 15.' 

I have two rupees of Kgr6 with the following conplet :- 

O ~ V .  H j  J 9,) QTJa 4 
Rev. ~ $ 1  8G 8 k  >fj$+ j t  

i. e., ' The face of gold received adornment a t  K~~grti through Jahhn- 
gir Shih, (son of) Akbar Shhh.' 

The years are 1 7  and 18, but with the same A. H. 1032. 
This is the couplet which occupies one side of the zodiacal coins 

of Jahringir struck in Agrh. There is, however, one exception. The 
mohur with Taurm on i t  (the full sized one) has the following :& 

~j 4 j  9~ $1 
A a'.", rE jl 

i. e., ' The coin of Kgri gave adornment to gold through JahBngir 
Shih, (son of) Akbar Shih.' 

The AhmadBbBd zodiacal coin@ have a somewhat different conplet :- 

&j ~ l a  )) ~ k t  -1 ~j 

;:[A ,*lljb 
i. e., ' JahBngir ShBh, son of Akbar Shhh, gave adornment to the 

gold of Alpnadhbld.' 
The couplet on the mohurs and rupees of Nlir Jahin, the beautiful 

wife of Jahirngir, is well-known. I give it a place in this collection :- 

Obv. Mj A& ~GL,~,fi l~+ dA :,& 
Rev. Jj ,+% !!Gab u'tt J>' +i! 

i. e., 'By the order of Jahingir Shih gold received a hundred adorn- 
ments throngh the name of Nkrjahin the chief Queen.' 

My cabinet contains rupees of his struck at  Ahmadibrid, Pat&; 
Lihor, and AgrB. A mohur I have of her's has on each side a mahribi 
lozenge, one of which contains &+=I and the other 1 -yv a i  

Y+ rt". One line of the conplet occupies the spaces above and 
below the lozenge. 

For the following couplet I am indebted to the author of NU& 
tasar Sair-i-Gz~lshan-i-Hind, p. 67. It is on a rupee of BurhBnpcr. 
I have only IlBhi rupees with Persian months of this mint. 



1888.1 Shdh Ndru-d-din Jdhangir. 

Obv. rl;? nE )A W~A* J~ 13 ~j &a, 

Rev. 8&@ dl w?dl$ 8G 

i. e., ' The king JahBngir, son of Akbar Shih, the defender of the 
faith, stamped the coin in the city of BurhBnpGr.' 

On the Bacchanalian mohur of Jahhngir are two couplets. The 

1 - one along with the enthroned drinking king is as follows :- 

i. e., ' Fates have dmwn the picture of his Majesty, the king Jahhngir, 
on the coin of gold.' 

The other side of the coin has the sun in a square in the centre. 
To ther ight is  b- fl h To the le f t i s  ~*rr,?*tl  L... 

Above is the f i s t  line of the following couplet, and below the second 
one :- 

f i t  dl> J:.&'t? .?,p 
3>? a& SJG Jjl  ja j 

i. e., ' The letters in the word Jahhngir and those in Allihu Akbar, 
are equal in number since the first day.' 

The meaning of this last couplet is that the letters in the word 
Jahdngir and those in J+sl have the same numerical value 
in reckoning by the Abjad system. Thus = 3, a = 5, 1 = 1 ,  a 50, 
d = 20, , = 10, J = 200. Total 289. Again 1 = 1, 3 = 30, J = 
30, a = 5, 1 = 1, cS = 20, = 2, = 200. Total 289. 

The couplet may be freely translated thus :- 

The letters in Jahhngir's name, 
And in that of God the Greatest 

From the first day have one value had, 
And shall have to the latest. 

There is, I suspect, more than one seeer on the surface here ;-a sly 
attempt to make himself equal with God, seeing the letters of the name 
of the king and of God were of the same numerical value. This coin 
was struck in Ajmir probably during the time Sir Thomas Roe was 
resident there. Sir Thomas tell3 us how JahLngir lived and how, when 
he was very drnnk, he could discuss religious subjects. Probably this 
couplet was made for the king by some of his flattering courtiers, As 
the manufacture of Thikhs has always been a favourite one with poets, 
i t  need not surprise us that this couplet was made. The poet must 
have known the numerical value of every word. 

I have given above about 30 coin couplets. They are as a rule pure 
poetic rubbish. But they show how the penny-a-liner of the day 

D 
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(I strongly snapecC they get mere than a penny e line) 00uId patch up 
into a couplet the king's name and titlee, and that of the mint town, 
and sometimes of the month. They show culture of a certain kind, 
though certainly not of a high or elevating order. They are pure ori- 
ental flattery. I daresay there are in other collections rupees and 
mohurs bearing other eouple t~~  I have had access to few cabinets other 
than my own, which repreaente tbe meagre collection made by me in. 
twenty years. 

I wish I eonld have given fignres uf the coins. They (the coins) a r e  
in my opinion betaer made t h ~ n  those of any other Muhammadae 
eountry, except perhaps the eoins of the early Qalifahs end those oC 
Muhammad Tua laq .  As a rule each side of the. coin has one line of' 
the couplet QU it. There was ample room. In  some cases, however, 
both the lines come on one side. Even then every letter is perfect, 
I t  is evident die-sinking and seal-cutting were a r b  in which the artisba 
of Jahhngir'u time excelled. 

The eouplet went ent of faahion on coins in the time of Shhh Jahhn. 
Aurangzib revived i* and JahindBr Shhh amd Rafi'u-d-DarajBC and  
'Azim Shhh, and Kim B a b h  and the blind ShBh '#lam used couplets, 
as did the Durrhnk 

On a zotTiaca1 rupee of JahBngir, an imprint of which was made by  
General Cunningham a t  Lucknow i s  1840, sad which is now in my 
possesaisn I find the following wi te  new couplet :- 

i. e., ' The gold coin became bright at  Pathpfir through the light of 
the name of JahAngir Shrih, (the son) of Akbar ShBh, 1028.' 

The reverse haa under the sign of the zodiacr-the goat, Capricornus,. 
LP$t tP 

This coin is in every m y  remarkabIi?. I t  is the only zod'iacd coin. 
 truck a t  Fatbplir that I know of. dl1 given in MarsZen were struck 
a t  either Agra or Ahmadhid. It is not a forgery, for the letters, tho 
weak point in forgeries, are aa beautifnl &a those on the verg best coins 
of Jahhngir. 



1888.1 C. J. Rodgerpl-Couplets on wins after Jahringir. 

Cowplets on coim of kings after the tivne of Jahringir*--By C H A ~ .  
j. &DOERE. 

The custom iaangamted by Akbar a.nd eontinned by Jahslngir of 
etriking couplets on coins was kept up by succeeding king,  bat not to so 
large an extent as by Jahtiagir. When SMhjahhn had built new Dehli 
or Shhhjahhnhbhd, he seem to have moved his mint into the new city. 
Coins of his early years, strnck in Dehli, have simply on them, but 
after the new aity was bnilt we have this couplet on mohure and rupees :- 

&+,J 65 ~ T U G +  t+rf ~JL 
,&*La (;I6 y$ tab LtllA>'+ 

i. e., " May the coin of Sbslh-i-Jahtia-BbBd be ever current in the 
world, by the name of the second S6hib-qirsln." 

This couplet I take from s rupee of mine struck in 1065 A. E, the 
28th of Shihjahhn's reign. I n  Marsden a mohur is given on P1. XLII, 
No, DCCCLXXIV, bat the word u l ~ , I +  is spelt Jbk. As the coin 
s e e m  from the drawing to  have been in good order, I cannot account 
for this. My coin hae all the dote required. 

In the a' Proceedings" of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for January 
1883 is given a figure of a 200 mohur piece of Shbhjah6n9s. On the 
obverse of this was a, rubhi or quatrain which is not exactly a couplet 
and so does not belong to this paper. 

Aurangzib 'Alamgir h id  on m& of his rnpeeo the following con- 
plet :- 

~ & ' ) 6 ? *  e b  )J A j a L  

ejd)~ SG 
i, e,, '' The emperor Aurrtngzib 'Abmgir strack coins in the world 

like the bright full-moon!' 
On his mohurs end on rupees of the Akbarnagar and safar ibid  

mints >+ was changed to p thus :- 

. + ~ f i ~ ?  a $ + ) ~  ~j a~ 
*j&>t aL;: 

i. e., '' The emperor Auxnngzib '#lamgh struck coins in the world 
like the bright sun." 

The rnpees of A'aem ShBh have on them :- 
ab, .;f,+ ,.&)A bj A- 
&?, ,&I &La aC3\ 

i, e,, 6' The monarch of the dominione B ' a p n  Shhh struck coins in 
the world with prosperity end gmndenr." 

* [The translations of the couplets have been enpplied by Maalawi Abdnl &k 
Abid of the CalCntta hhdrasah. ED.] 
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From a comparison of two rnpees I have drawn and the one given 

in Mr. Delmerick's paper in the '' Proceedings " for May 1884, I build 
up the following couplet on the rnpees and mohurs of KBm BaQsh :- 

I l r *  8 [ ~ > + $ > $ ~ ~ ~ ~ j & b ) ~  

8% &a 'Jw rV 8C31! 

i 
i. e., "The emperor Kim BaEsh, the protector of the religion, 

put (his) stamp on the sun and the moon, in the Dakkan, 1120." 
I have not seen a coin of Bahidur ShAh with a couplet on it. Ja- I 

hindkr ShBh's rnpees have the following :- 

(1) a L c , n a ~  dX*u aj &T)L) 
nk ;lLtt? qjG ?kt 

i. e., " Abu-1-Path-i-ahlzi JahBndBr ShBh put (his) stamp on the 
sun and the moon, throughout the world." 

(2) Same as above with u3e instead of$ in first line. 

(3) wb%aL ,* >j 3 
,Itt sea[! '32, )tL[e 

i. e., L' JahLndBr Shbh, the monarch of the world, p'ut (his) stamp on 
gold (or silver) like the Sahib-qirin." 

(4) Beale in his M i f t d h u - t - T a r  gives the follow- 
ing :- 

gk 9,f u>* d-c )a & 
n I cCjli 8+ 

i. e., " The victorious emperor JahlndBr Shhh struck coins in hie 
dominion like the sun and the moon." 

The author of the Muatasar  Hair-i-Gulshan-i-Hind gives the foflow- 
ing variant of the first line of No. (1) :- 

b>Jp,, 3 G L *  
&. e., " Struck silver coins like the sun and the moon." 1 
Fa,rru&siyar adhered steadily to one couplet :- 

)j p e r !  3" & j l  >j hdLu 

# aCa4 
i. e., " The monarch of water and land, FarruBsiyer, put (his) 

stamp on silver and gold through the grace of God." 
Rafi'u-d-Darajit, during his short reign of a few months, adorned 

his rupees with the following high fiown bait :- 

-5 J)tjh ~e & bj 
d+p-J\G) 2 > >=! &G 

i. e., " The monarch of water and land, Rafi'u-d-Darajrit, struck 
coins in India, with thousands of blessings." 



1888.1 after the time of JahLgC.  29 

Shhh Jahin 11. and Muhammad Shih  never used any couplets, so 
far as I can ascertain, on their coinage, but there is a rupee of the Shrat 
mint, without date, bearing the following :- 

I 
all 4 ,It+)& 2.j a(;. 

a C  & . ,Loj xGJI! 

i. e., " The monarch of the universe, Mdpmmad Shhh, strnck coins 
in the world, through the favour of God." 

I do not think this is a coin of Muhammad Shhh, but of some 
rebel king. The style is not that of Muhammad ShBh. &j 
is a common title to give to a temporary king. Nidir ShBh who invaded 
India during the time of Mdammad Shih has on his Dehli rupee :- 

,'+ &L,! &- - 
)aC, ,IBL;: n l 2  

i. e., " The monarch of the monarchs, Nbdir, of auspicious birth, ie 
a Sulfhn over the SnlfPns of the world." 

Ahmad ShBh DnrrBni had on all his mohura and rupees, strnck in 
India and elsewhere, the following :- 

aCa+ &=$ C)+! )3lj j l  & ,& 
5 4  6 ~1 jl >j> C+> uj 

i. e., " Orders issued from the 'almighty incomparable Being to 
Ahmad Shhh to put (his) stamp on silver and gold, from thefish to the 
moon," (i. e., from the bottom of the abyss to the pinnacle of heaven). 

On one rupee of his struck in Kaahmir, in my possession, he was3 
content with the following :- 

t t ~ r  JI J& J 2 > j j j  

r & aL;: ::I a[+ ,Jk a E  

i. e., "The king, the protector of the world, Ahmad Shhh, put (his) 
stamp on gold (or silver) through the grace of God." 

His son, Timtr ShBh, when acting under his father as Ni&m of the 
Panjib, struck on his own rupees the following couplet :- 

- i. e., "The coin of Timhr Shhh got current in the world by the 
order of God and the prophet of the people." 

But, when he came to the throne, after his father's death, he went 
in for this extravagance :- 
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i. e., The heaven brings in gold and silver from the sun and the I 
moon, so t b t  it m y  rapei~s  the impression of the stamp of Tim& 
Bhih." 

When the power of the DnrrBnis began to wane i n  the PanjBb, and 
when the Sikhs began to rise under the brewea Jassa Siagh, then this 
couplet i s  said to bare been stamped on rupees {- 

~ k l  ,[*+ > A  3j dSw 
,JY ci;> & , = I  & 

i. e., '' The brewer Jassa seized the territories of AIp~ad, and struck 
coins in the world through the gracze of the Eternal (God)." 

When the Sikh oommonwealth a t  LBhor stmak rupees in 1765 
A. D., they were content with this doggrel* :- 

+& 0~,~"~?'4(?d 
6(*w &A ,Jf dl; j t  ,i& 

What the atrocity was on the rupees of Ranjit Singh, I have not 
yet been able to asaerbin. It was not the above. I have examined some 
thousands of rupees, since I wrote my paper on '' the aoine of the Sikhs," 
but cannot yet get a clue to the couplet iu its entirety and full resonant 
beauty. 

The rebel king Muhammad IbrShirn, who aoined in 1132 A. H. a t  
#,he beginning of thg reign of Muhammad ShBh, thought the following 
correct ST 

r?/ J& e~1e ;?.A Aj 
pa91 J.& JsG :,G 

i. e,, 'f Tb king of the kings, Muhammad Ibrbhim, struak oofns is 
the world through the grace of the memifa1 (God)." 

B i d k  B e a t ,  s gentleman of similar type in 1203 A, H,, regarded 
an e x ~ t  de~cription of his position and power I- 

&> e"b $"..' 
&;I* nG w* 

4. s., "The plaster of crown and throne, Muhammad Jah&n ShSh, 
Bid& B a a t ,  put (his) stamp on gold (or silver)." 

* [The pouplet, aa it stands, neither rhymes nor soans, Manlawi Abdul Hak 
bbid suggests to read it thus ; 

&3 && 4 1 3  Gj$ r a+ .pj, 4 4  
;. e., The sword of victory and triumph received cqlow (i, s., red c o l o ~ )  

Jpla ;~,  from G ~ l a  Gobind Nbnanak Singh," Ed,) 
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Accarding to Beale 'Klamgir I1 had this simple c a p l e t  on hie 
coins :- 

dp -b 8~ J j  j~ 

$1; g',JL" &Jti!p 
i. e., " Azizu-bdin, 'Alamgir the second, put (his) stamp, like that 

of the SAh<bqirhfr, on gold (or silver)." 
But a coin of mine, strnck a t  hkbar&bM, gives the following vsrianU 

of the  sesond line - 
$6 jB,Jl. a G  

i. e., '' BahPdur ShBh 'Alamgir the second." 
!@he Mukhtasar-i-Sair-i-Qulshar-i-Hind says that 'A'lamgir the' 

second wae guilty of the following vanity on his coins :- 
aLu,* u41;,@j+ d ~ t !  3j a L  

J ,JIB &d&p G 

z'. e., " ShBh ~ z i z u - c ~ i n  'Alamgir, the victorious emperor, put 
(his) stamp on the seven climes, like the shining sun and moon." 

As he gives the mint Sh4hj~hhnBbBd and tihe year k t ,  I suppose' 
he must have copied it from the coh. 

I follow the same writer in stating that the coins of ShBh 'Alam 11. 
had the following couplets on them :- 

i. e., " The defender of the religion of Muhammd, Sh&h "Khm, the. 
emperor, through the aid of God, struck coins, like those of the Qihib- 
qirh, (or, as being in the position of the SBhib-qirhn).". 

or (2) dt LG &L )$J*bl b j  SL 

8G34 ,& 8 k  d &3 @k 
2: e., I' The shadow of the divine favour, the defender. of the religioa 

of Mnlpmmad, ShBh 'Qam, t h  emperor, put (his) damp on the seven 
elimes." 

The naughty children of Dehli, when poor Sh&h '#lam was blind, 
and when the English held possession of the empire, parodied this 
eouplet thus :- 

SW !, & 3 / ~ )  u f t ~ >  ~j &-u 

aC$ &J a(;: bl.4 e~ ~ L s  

i e., " The defender of Christianity; the eAperor Nikhatfd Shirh, 
(nikhattzi = idle, earning nothing) struck (his) stamp on thatch-roof and 
thatched house and made the fort desolate." 
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I strongly suspeot they were big children who made this parody, 
and not only big but bigotted. (N. B.-No pun is intended.) 

On a good many of the rupees of Sh4h 'Alam 11. there is no conplet. 
Akbar lI., according to the author just quoted, had this modest 

couplet :- 

i. e., " The defender of the religion, Muhammad Akbar Shlh, struck 
coins in the world through the grace of God." 

I have not as yet met with this couplet on any of the coins of the 
king; but his coins are rare, as his territory consisted of the Fort of 
Dehli only. 

  he coins of Z a m h  Shlh Durr6ni had this conplet on them :- 
ole $18 GI J- 64 ~5;b l)p 
cbj ac r$ b b ~  br, Eb) 

i. e., " The use of the imperial coin was established in the name of 
ZamBn Sh&h by the order of the lord of both the worlds." 

I am indebted to the authors of the Tdria-i-Sulicini for the follow- 
ing bait from the coins of Shlh Shujs' :- 

b > GJ+ jw>)$> ,++ j bj a L  
VI VI  

rI.2 &I y t ) ~ ) ~  r+$ 
i. e., " The light of the eyes, the pearl of the DurrBui tribe, the 

king Shujl'u-1-mulk put (his) stamp on gold and silver more brightly 
than the sun and the moon." 

The following is from the pages of the same author, but could never 
have been struck by the king's permission :- 

.&)I eli: G E L )  (*ld 4 
&J csb A dJ! S)B +>Jj 

i. e., " The Armanian Shlh Shujh the light of the eyes of lord 
Burnes, the dust of the foot of the company, put (his) stamp on silver 
and gold." 

This conplet beats the Dehli parody hollow. 
On some new rare rupees of R,anjit Deo of Jummdn, struck a 

hundred years ago, we have the following :- 

?;; &[A JA Jj $++ 
3 9  ~ 4 1 ~ ~  *&) dj[i 

* Sn1t.b~ Mdjarnmad B i n ,  aon of MGsL UB Dnrr&n[. 
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This bait I have before translated thus :- 

Ranjit Deo peopled this part, 
Lachhmi Narain made glad its heart. 

I am aware that many more coin couplets exist, but I think the 
above and those on the coins of JahBngir give a very fair idea of this 
kind of literature. It is somewhat amusing, and i t  is curious. I t  is 
somewhat helpful in the assigning of coins to their prdper strikers. 
Ahmad Shih DurAni used his coin couplet nearly everywhere, but 
Ahmad ShSh of Dehli used no coin couplet, but styled himself on his 
coins Bath these Ahmads began to reign in the ssme year. Of 
course the couplet coine belong to the DurrSni. On some coins only 
part of the inscription comes. A few words from the couplet enable us 
to assign the coin to the proper king. Besides all this these couplets 
are historical compositions. They show ns the vanity and ignorance of 
the, kings who used them, and the flattery and ignorance of thoee who 
made them. 

Father Jerome Xavier.-By H. BEVERIDQE, EsQ., C. S. 
IQ looking over onr Library Catalogue I noticed the entry of a book 

by Father Jerome Xavier, called Historia Christi Persica, and printed 
a t  Leyden in 1639. On getting i t  ont I found that it was a diglot, 
having Persian and Latin on alternate pages, and that its full title was 
Historia Christi persice conscripta, simolque mnltis modis contaminah, 
ap. Hieronymo Xavier, Soc. Jesu, latine reddita e t  animadversionibus 
notata a Ludovico de Dieu. The author of this work is said to have been 
a native of Navarre in Spain, and a near relative of the great St. 
Francis. According to one account he was his nephew. It appears, 
however, that he ordinarily wrote in Portuguese. He  came to Gon in 
1571, and there held the office of Goanae domus praepositns (prior ?). 
In  1594 he went on a mission to t h e  emperor Akbar. 

This was the third Jesuit Mission to Akbar's Court. The first* 

There was an embassy to Akbar in 1578 nuder Antony Cabral, and there were 
priests with it, bnt I do not know if they were Jesnita. Mr. Behatsek has a valuable 
article on the Jesuit missionaries in the Calcutta Review for January 1886. He quotes 
Bartoli's work, which I have not seen, though I have read some extracts from i t  
in the Storia dei Viaggiatori Iteliani delle India Orientali of Angelo de Gobernstis. 
Mr. Behatsek bad apparently only access to the Lnoknow edition of the Akbar- 
ntima, and so states that the only priest mentioned by Abn-I-Fez1 is one Padre 
Farmalyun. The account of Padre Radif, i, e., Father Ridolfo Aquavive, will 
be found in Vol. 111, pp. 254, 255, ed. Bib. Ind. Padre Farmalyull is mcnlioood 

E 
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went from Goa in January 1580 under the leadership of Ridolfo Aqna- 
viva, an Italian, and a nephew of Claude Aquaviva, the head of the Jesuit 
order. Ridolfo Aqnsviva is the Padre Radif of Abn-1-Fazl. He seems 
to have been a noble-minded man, and when he departed from Agra in 
1532, he would take no gift from the emperor except that of the liberty 
of a Christian slave. He  died a martyr's death in July 1583, having 
been slain ab Salsette in a fanatical rising of the Hindhe. I n  1582 
Akbar wrote to the Jesuits at  aoa, styling them DBnhyhn Farang, or ' the 
wise men of the Franks,' and asked them to send him translations of the 
Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Gospels, and also some one who could 
explain the mysteries of religion. It was probably in consequence of this 
letter* that another mission was sent in 1591. The'members of it did 
not stay long, and came away without effecting anything. Akbar was 
displeased at  their withdrawal, and so a third and last mission was sent 
under Xavier. He had two companions, Benedict of Goes, a town in Beira- 
Bl~xia Portugal, and Emmanuel Pignero. They joined the emperor a t  
Lirhor, in May 1595, and stayed with him for several years. Two of them, 
Xrrvier and Benedict, accompanied the Emperor and his son, Prince Salim, 
t o  Kashmir. On returning Xavier went on with the emperor to Ap-a, 
while the other two missionaries appear to have remained behind a t  
Lithor. I t  was a t  Agra that Xavier composed his life of Christ. In his 
preface he tells us that he drew i t  up a t  the request of the emperor, who 
was desii-ons of having an account of the acts of Jesus Christ. Xavier 
6hought that as he had been forty years engaged in religious work, and 
had spent seven or eight in learning Persian, he might be able to comply 
with the emperor's wishes. He finished it, he says, on the 15th Urdi- 

a t  p. 677 of the =me volume. I oannot make out who he waa, but possibly 
the name is a corruption of Fra Emmanuel (Pignero). In that case he must have 
gone twioe to Akbar's Court, for the visit reoordod by Abu-1-Fazl was in 1589. At 
p. 669 of vol. I11 of the Akbarnlma, mention is made of the arrival of a large -van 
from Croa on 19th Urdibihist 1003 (28th April 1595),. and it  is stated that there were 
several Christian priests along with it. NO doubt this refers to Xavier's Mission. 
At p. 243, vol. 111, 1. c., there is a curious referenoe to the arrival at  Court of a 
Enropean and his wife, named respectively PartLb T& or Rir, and Nasurna or Na- 
snrta. PartLb, we are told, waa a leading memhant in Bengal, and there is a further 
referenoe to him at p. 820, whereit is said that one of the Bengal rebels, M i d  Najbt 
m & n ,  went to SalimBbLd and took refuge with Parc&b Bk. Elliot, TI ,  69 says that 
the names of Partbb and his wife (he gives the name of the latter as Baa6rb4) are 
verg. doubtful. I would suggest that Part& T k  is perhaps a mistake for Tavarez, 
who is deaoribed by Manrique aa a Portuguese captain who went from Hooghly on 
a mission to Akbar and was kindly reoeived by him a t  Agra (Muway's Discoueries 
in Asia, 11, 90.) 

* Published and translated by Mr. Rehatsek in the Indian Antiglwry for April 
1887. 
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bihist, 1602 A. D. In a note a t  the end, he mentions that the Persian 
version was made by him in conjunction with Maul&n& 'Abdu-s-Sanarin 
QBsim of Uhor.  A final note, which was probably added by some 
Mnhammadan, says that the manuscript was accurately written out on the 
8th of the ble~sed lllonth of Ramazirn 1027 A. H. (1617). Xavier's 
work consists of four parts. I t  is chiefly taken from the Bible, but 
many legends are introdnoed. For instance he tells the story of Agba- 
rue, the king of Edeasa, relates the legend of St. Veronica, and qnotes 
two letters, one of Pontiua Pilate and another of Lentnlus, giving an 
account of the personal appearance of Jeans Christ, etc. I do not think, 
however, that Xevier acted with bad faith. He tells his readers that he 
hae used other sources than the Bible, and no doubt he believed all that 
he wrote. Hi8 work fell into the hands of Lewis De Dieu, a learned 
Belgian, who was profeusor in the Walloon College a t  Leyden. De Dicsu 
was a somewhat violent Protestant, aa one whose fatherhad been driven 
out of Brussels by the prince of Parma might be expected to be. He  
himself was born a t  Flushing, and in dedicating his book to the magis- 
trates of that city, he says that he glories in having sprung from a town 
which was the first to shake off the Spanish yoke, which sent a relative 
of the Duke of Alva to the scaffold, and wse the origin of the Belgian 
liberties. " Quse prima tyrannidis Hispanicae jugurn excntere ausa, Ducis 
Albani consanguineurn patibulo decoravit, e t  Belgicae libertatis, qua, 
adhuc felices vivimus, fons exstitit atque origo." A reference to Motley 
shows that Flushing waa tbe first town to rebel after the conquest of 
Brill. I do not know who the relative of Alva was, unless he was one 
of. the two Spanish officers who were hanged alongside of the unfor- 
tunate engineer, Pacheco, in 1573. De Dieu was a man of worth and 
learning, and the Jesuit Alegambe admits that his translation of 
Xavier's Persian is a good one, though he says that he hss added here- 
tical notes which deserve to be burnt. There is a notice of De Dieu 
in Bayle's Dictionary. He is very bitter in his remarks on Xavier, and 
his object in making the translation and in publishing the work appears 
to have been to show how the Jesuits adulterated the pnre milk of the 
Word. But still all must feel grateful to him for having been the mean4 
of preserving a knowledge of Xavier's curious work. 

Xavier was the author of somo other Persian works, of which the best 
known, perhaps, is the #inah-i-Haq-NumS, or ' the truth reflecting mirror.' 
This work was a controversial one, treating of the superiority of the 
Christian religion to the Mnhammadan. An abridgement of this work fell 
into the hands of a learned Muhammadan of Persia, Sayyid Ahmad bin 
Zainu-l-Abadin, and he composed a refutation of it, entitled Migqal-i-safa 
dar tahliyah-i-Xinah-i-Vaq-Num8, or 'the polisher for the cleansing of the 
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truth reflecting mirror.' This again was followed by two rejoinders, one 
by a father Malvalia, and another and fuller one by father Cladagnol, 
a Franciscan monk, and published a t  Rome in 1631. There is something 
pathetic in the thought of this controversial literature, long so quietly 
at  rest. An account of Xavier's works will be found in the valu- 
able catalogue of Persian MSS. in the British Museum, vol. I, pp. 
3, 4, and 28. 

The Asiatic Society has another of Xavier's works, though it is 
wrongly entered in the catalogue under only the name of De Dien. 
This is a life of the Apostle Peter. De Dieu pnblished a Latin trans- 
lation of it, with notes, in the same year that he pnblished the Historia 
Christi, and appended two letters written from Akbar's Court by Xavier 
and Pignero in 1598. These are the valuable part of the book, for they 
give a very interesting account of Akbar and his son Jahlngir. De 
Dieu took them from a Jesnit work pnblished in 1601. As they appear 
to be little known, I proceed to give an abstract of them. Xavier's 
letter begins with an account of Kashmir, which he and Benedict had 
visited along with Akbar and Salim. He describes a dreadful famine 
which they saw there, and tells how mothers exposed their children in  
the streets from inability to give them any food. He then gives an 
account of Salim's hunting parties, and after this comes an account 
of the splendour with which Benedict had celebrated the incunabula, 
that is the representations of the birth of Christ. This l a d s  him to 
describe the affection which Salim had for the Christian religion. H e  
says that Salim publicly professed his devotion, and had pictures of 
Jesus Chlist and the Virgin in his bedroom. The prince declared that 
if the Gospel did not prohibit polygamy, it would be embraced by many, 
for in all other respects i t  was a holy doctrine and conformable to reason. 
On. this Xavier remarks that i t  is not wonderful that the prince should 
find the doctrine of monogamy a stumbling block as, though he is not yet 
36, he hae already twent-y wives. Then comes the following very 
interesting account of Akbar : 

" Rex a natura ram quadam et felici~sima memoria donatus est, qno 
fit nt, tametsi legere et scribere nesciat, nihilominus, qnod prudentiores 
e t  dootiores quosdam disserentes vel aliorum libros legentes andiverit, 
nnlla sit res cujus aliquarn non habeat notitiam. Pauci est et  levis 
somni, bonamque noctis partem in audienda historiarum lectione impen- 
dit. Si quis extraneus ad Aulam accedit, subito ad se venire imperat, 
praeseutem minutatim interrogat, quae et quanta viderit, qua transierit. 
Circa noctis medium horae dimidiatae spatio alio se ad oorndnm recipit, 
interim conferant, et disputant inter se quos epud se habet dootiores, 
in quos quum aliquendo incidissem, inveni examinantes quaestionem 
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Mauris novam atqne insolentem, et ad credendum perdifficilem : Nnm 
Dens filinm habeat ? Curavit mecum disputare qnem habet tem- 
porum notatorem et observatorem ; Chronicurn qnidam nominant ; quem 
cum pancis convictum repressissem, jussit adesse doctiorem, qui haer- 
entem adjuvaret. Ad quartnm lunae importata aunt mnsica instrumenta 
quibus plnrimnm delectatur, et diversa simulacra quorum nuum Solis 
erat, quod diebus singnlis primo dilucnlo veneratur. Sed secum repu- 
tans, me posse objicere, Solem non Deum ease, sed rem creatam Deique 
opus, cnravit auferri ; oonfestimqne ex oculis evanuit idolum. Allata est 
postea Salvatoris nostri ad colnmnam alligati imago, quam vertici (quod 
Solis simnlacro non fecemt) imposuit in signum quoddam reverentim e t  
cultus. Grati illi faerunt de S. Paulo et Constantino Magno ad Christi 
fidem conversis sermones. 

" Narravit viginti prope annos flnxisse, qunm 30 infantes, priusqnam 
voces primas formarent, certo loco concludi fecerit, adhibitis custodibus, 
ne nntrices in earnm gremio lactentes ad loquendum pnsiones provocan- 
tes propriam et nativam linguam edocerent ; nt  hoc experiment0 dis- 
ceret, quo idiomate jam adnltiores facti nhrentnr ; quod illins gentis 
ritus et  leges sequi vellet, cujus lingua loqnerentur; sed vanas has 
fuisse suas cogitationes et  stndia, quod nnllus eornm distincte et  intel- 
ligenter verba formaverit ; qnare eo tempore nullam aliam a sua legem 
admississe. 

"Post mnltam tergiversationem e t  contradicentium conatus, potes- 
tatem nobis fecit Cambaiae templnm erigeudi ; idem pro Sindo tentaturn 
impetrari non potuit, ob acres et  vehementes quas experti sumus adver- 
santium reclamationes." 

" The king is gifted with a wonderful memory so that, although he 
can neither read nor write, he knows whatever he has heard learned men 
discoursing about, or whatever has been read to him. He sleeps little 
and lightly, and spends a good part of the night in hearing history read 
to him. If any stranger comes to C o ~ r t ,  he a t  once sends for him, and 
minutely interrogates him as to what he has seen, and by what road he 
has travelled. At  about midnight he retires for half an hour for his devo- 
tions, and then his learned men assemble and dispute with one another. 
One night I chanced upon them, and found them discussing the point 
so new and incredible to Muhammadans, " Can God have a son ?" The 
king set his chronologist* to dispute with me, and when I soon van- 
quished him, he ordered a more learned man to help the non-plussed one. 
On the fourth day of the moon, musical instruments, in which he much 
delights, were brought in, and also some images and among them-the 

* Perhaps Dlir Fatl~ullBh_of Shiriz. 
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likeness of the sun which he worships each day a t  dawn. But thinking 
that I might object that the sun was .not Clod, but only a created 
thing and the work of God, he ordered i t  to be removed, and stmight- 
way the idol vanished. There was then brought in the likeness of our 
Saviour bound to a pillar, and this he placed on his head as a sign of 
reverenca and worship, ( a  thing which he did not not do to the image 
of the sun). He took pleasure in hearing the narratives of the conver- 
sions of St. Paul and Constantine the Great. 

" He told me that nearly twenty years ago he had thirty children 
ahut up before they could speak, and put g u ~ r d s  over them so that the 
nurses might not teach them their language. His object was to see 
what language they would talk when they grew older, and he was 
resolved to follow the laws and customs of the country whose language 
was that spoken by the children. But his endeavours were a failure, for 
none of the children came to speak distinctly. Wherefore, a t  this time 
he allowed no law but his own. 

After much vacillation and many attempts of opponents, he 
authorised us to build a church a t  Cambay, but we could not get per- 
mission to build one in India proper (?) " 

The Latin is apparently a translation of a Portuguese original, and 
perhaps does not always convey Xavier's meaning. If the words ad 
quartum lunae had been ad qnnrtam (horam) nortis, the account would 
have agreed better with that in the Kin (see Blochmann, p. 156). Still 
the resemblance between Abu-1-Fazl's and Xavier's accounts is striking. 
It is interesting to have the tradition confirmed that Akbar could not 
read or write. 

The story about the children is curious, and shows that Akbar re- 
peated the experiment of Psammetichua, the king of Egypt, (see Hero- 
dotus) on a larger scale. There seems no doubt that Akbar really made 
the experiment, for Badaoni tells ns that he did so in 988 A. H., i. e., 
1580, which would be nearly twenty years before 1598 when Xavier was 
writing. Badaoni's account is very circumstantial. He says that a t  the 
end of three or four yearn all the children who snrvived were found to be 
dumb. 

The rest of Xavier's letter is taken up with the account of an 
Armenian who wanted to marry his late wife's niece, and of the danger 
that the fathers fell into for refusing to celebrate such a mclrriage. 
There is also an account of the Hind6 Avatkrs and of their four ages. 

Pignero's letter is written from LBhor and describes some conver- 
sions, bnt does not cont,ain anything of interest a t  the present time. 
Xevier's letter shows that Akbar continued to worship the sun down to 
1598. I t  thus adds something to aur knowledge of Akbar's religious 
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views, and Mr. Blochmann's statement, #in, p. 212, that we have no means 
of following up Akbar's religions idem after 1596, requires modification. 
Xavier remained a t  Court till some yeam after Jahhgir 's  accession. 
He eventually returned to Goa and died there in 1617. 

I conclude with the following extract from om letter of Sir Thomas 
Roe. It gives the English version of the Jesuits' successes, and it is 
also interesting as confirming Jahhngir's statement that his father died 
a pious Muhammadan. 

Sir Thomas Roe's letter from Ajmir of 30th October, 1616, page 586 
of Purchas, Part I. 

" In this confusion they (the Muhammadans) continued until the 
time of Akbar ShAh, father of this king, without any noise of Christim 
profession, who being a prince by nature, just and good, inquisitive rafter 
novelties, curious of new opinions and that excelled in many virtues, 
especially in piety and reverence towards his parents, called in three 
Jesuits from Goa whose chief was Jerome Xavier, a Navarrois. After 
their arrival he heard them reason and dispute with much content on 
his, and hope on their part, and caused Xavier to write u book in de- 
fence of his own profession against both Moors and Gentiles, which 
finished he read over nightly, causing some parts to be discussed, and 
finally granted them his letters patent to build, to preach, teach, convert 
and to use all their rites and ceremonies as freely and amply as in Rome ; 
bestowing on them means to erect their churches and places of devotion, 
00 that in some few cities they hare gotten rather Ternplum than Eccle- 
Hiam. In  this grant he gave grant to all sorts ef people to become 
Christians that would, even to his Court or own blood, professing that 
i t  be no cause of disfavour from him. 

6 c  Here was a fair beginning to a forward spring of A, lean and barren 
harvest. Akbar ShAh himself continued a Muhammadan, yet he began to 
make a breach into the law, considering that as Muhammad was but a man, 
a king 8s he was, and therefore reverenced, he thought he might prove as 
good a prophet himself. This defection of the king s p r e d  not far, 
a certain outward reverence detained him, and so be died in the forml 
profession of his sect. 

JahBngir his son, the present king, being, they say, of this new fancy 
and never circumcised, brought up without any religion a t  all, continues 
so to this hour md is an atheist." 
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It is a well known fact that Thon-mi, the son of Ann, who was one 
of the chief ministel- of king Srofi-tmn Gampo, introduced the art  of 
writing in Tibet. He studied Sanskrit under several eminent Buddhist 
professors of Magadha for many years, and after acquiring a thorough 
knowledge of the sacred literature of the Buddhists, returned to Tibet, 
where he waa cordially welcomed by his illustrious sovereign. During 
his residence in Magadha (A. D. 63-50) he enjoyed high reputation as 
a scholar and holy man, and was called by the name S e m b h o ~  or the ex- 
cellent Bhop, i. e., a native of Bhot (Tibet). He wrote seven treatises 
on the newly formed written languttge, besides his celebrated grammar 
in verse which all beginners in Tibet commit to memory. 

During the reign of king Sroh-ban Gampo and his immediate 
suocewors tmndstions of Sanskrit books were wcasionally made in  
Magadha by Tibetan studento studying a t  gri Nblendrs, (Nblanda), but 
no regular attempt was yet made to tmmslate the sacred books into 
Tibetan. At this period the tbirty-four letters, which Sambhob had 1 pqz 
introduced from Magadha and which he had shaped partly after the form 
of Mme of the Wartn ' characters of Magadha (see Plate I) ,  were found 
adequate for the mnveyance of thought in writing. Then the language 
of Tibet was in its infancy and free from words either of Indian or 
Chinese origin. 

[With thin paper may be oompared Mr. nodgson's account of the various 
Newhi and Ilhotiyi characters, published with numeroas plates, in the XVIth 
volume of the hiat io  Beeesmhee, 1828. ED.] 

F 
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During the reign of king Thisroii Den-tsan, Buddhism was made 
the state religion of Tibet, and the Pon religion was suppressed by 
royal edicts, and -the country of snows attracted the attention of the I 

Indian Bnddhists. SBnta Rakshita, one of the professors of S r i  
Nhlendra, visited Tibet where he was appointed the spiritual adviser to 
the king. Thisrob embraced Buddhism with that earnest devotion 
to religion which marked the character of A80ka. He was determined 
to follow that monnrch's footsteps in the propagation of his adopted creed. , 
At the advice of Stinta Rakshita he founded many religious institutions 
in central Tibet. Not satisfied with the religious works of minor im- 
portance which he had already done, the king desired the Indian pandit 
to introduce Buddhist monachism in his kingdom. In  order to help 
SBnh Rakshita in this important work, the king invited AchBrya 
Padma Sambhava, a native of UdyBna, who was a t  this time travelling 
in Magadha. With the help of these two Indian pandits the king 
founded the famed monastery of Sam-yea after the model of the monas- 
tery of Uddandapuri of Magadha. He richly endowed this monastery, and 
provided it with spacious accommodation in buildings designed in t,he 
Indian fashion for the residence of one hundred and eight Indian pandits. 

The two Indian pandits commenced the introduction of Bnddhist 
monachism by initiating seven Tibetan young men into the order of Bhik. 
shu. After the completion of Sam-yea the king invited many Buddhist 
scholars from Magadha to conduct the work of translating Bnddhist 
sacred scriptures into Tibetan. During the reign of this king and his 
successors, down to the accession of the apostate Lang Darma to the 
throne of Tibet, the work of tmnslation was carried on with vigour. 
With a view to make Sanskrit accessible to the Tibetans, and also to 
save the Tibetan students, desirou4 of learning Sanskrit, the trouble of 
an Indian journey and residence, the Tibetan Lochavas (Sanskrit 
scholars and interpreters) wrote commentaries on Sanskrit grammars and 
translated Sanskrit dictionaries into Tibetan. The works of the best 
authors of ancient India, including those of Kapila, Vhlmiki, Vysscl, 
PBnini, KBlidBsa, &c., were also translated. The thirtyfour Tibetan 
letters of the alphabet, that were introduced by Sambhota to form the 
basis of the Tibetan language, were now found insufficient for this kind 
of work. To facilitate the transliteration of Sanskrit words into Tibetan, 
additional letters were required. These they supplied by the simple 
method of inversion and duplication of some of the existing Tibetan, 
letters. 

It is worthy of remark that a tongue which in its nature was 
monosyllabic, when written in the chsracters of a polysyllabic language 
like the Sanskrit, had necessarily _to undergo some modification. The 
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rwult of these two opposite forces, operating on the Tibetan, was its 
conversion into a dissyllabibia language. The tongue of the Tibetans 
being unaccustomed to pronouncing polysyllables and combinations of 
several consonants with one vowel, phonetic rules to help in pronuncia- 
tion were formed; and though they were not written down by the 
Tibetan authors for the guidance of studente, they were handed down 
orally. It does not appear to me that the Tibetans ever pronounced 
their words as they wrote them. 

The thirty-four letters were now increased to fifty (me Plate 
11, No. b), and henceforth the Tibetan alphabet became capable of 
more extended me by the addition of aspirates, long vowels, and 
componnds. 

The Chinese professor Ssan than San Si, who visited Sam-yes a t  
the invitation of king Thisroh Den-tsan, was so much struck with the 
capacity of the Tibetan characters to express Chinese words with their 
curious intonation and phonetio peculiarities, that he undertook both 
t o  transliterate and translate some of the Chinese works into Tibetan 
and certain Tibetan works into the Chinese language. I n  an inscrip- 
tion found a t  Sam-yea it is mentioned that he (Ssan than San Si) com- 
pared the two languages and shewed their resemblar~ces at  the great 
monastery of (Gssan yah mi-hgyur Lhun gyis-grub) Sam-yea. I here 
give a copy of the inscription (see Plate VI, No. 1). 

The written language of Tibet has undergone slow but gradulal 
changes from the time of its formation between 640 and 650 A. D. to the 
present time, but a description of these changes does not fall within the 
scope of this short paper. I shall, therefore, only confine myself to 

1 
dividing this long period into five divisions, having regard to the nature 
of the changes the language has undergone. 

The first or the earliest period extends from the time of king 
Sroh tsan Gampo to the accession of king Thisroh Deu-tsan to the 
throne of Tibet. 

The second period extends from the reign of king Thisroh to the 
assassination of Thi Ralpachan. 

The third or dark period, during which both literature and Buddhism 
collapsed, is the gap between the reign of Langdarma and the revival of 
Buddhism by AtiBa and Brom-tan under the auspices of king Y e b  hod in 
the beginning of the 11th century. 

The fourth period, during which the study of Sanskrit was consi- 
dered a necessary accomplishment for the scholars of Tibet, began with 
'AtiC and Brom-tan and terminated with the downfall of the Sakya 
hierarchy. 

The fifth period, which commenced with the rise of the Gelug-ps 
(yellow cap) school, continues to the present day. 
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The Tibetan author0 have divided the age of their lahguuge into 
two parts according to its grammatical variations : 1, Dag-fiih, or the 
old grammar period, which belongs to the age of the compilation of 
the Kahgyur and Tangyur as well a s  to the Sakya hierarchy ; 2, the 
Dag-ear, or the modern grammar period, whioh properly dates from the 
time of Tsofi khapa and continues to the present day. 

In  the third or dark period the Pons did not adopt the newly 
formed language for writing their mystical mantras and charms. It M 

said that in that dark age the Pone used to make their amulets and 
charms of coloured bark of trees, rags and thread, ttnd consecrate them 
by the hands of their priests without written charms. 

I n  the second and fonrth periods greater use of the Sanskrit charac- 
ters was made, mostly in ornamental and mystical writings. In  the 
grand sanctuary of Sam-yea, Lan-teha characters were written and 
painted and engraved on prayer cylinders, walls, tapestries, doom, and 
chapels. On chaityas and votive piles there were numerous inscription& 
written in the Lan-tsha character, which exist up to the present time 
round the central sanctuary of Sam-yea, (see Platea VII I  and IX). 

During the fourth period when the study both of Sanskrit end 
Chinese was encouraged by the rulers of Tibet, the Svayambhu or 
Rafijufi characters of Maedha were introduced into Tibet. ThiR form 

&% of characters, as its name Svayambhu or ' self-existing ' signifies, is the 
most sacred of all the characters known to the Tibetans. When any 
mark resembling the Svayambhn letter, is found on any rock, place or 
thing, it becomes an object of veneration to the Tibetans. 

Ati4a on his way to Central Tibet is said to have seen the mystio 
O+ ' miracnlo~sly inscribed in Svayambhu charactera on a rock a t  the 

site of the great monastery of Sakya, and from that he predicted that 
it would in time to come be the scene of a great hierarchical government. 
This prediction was fulfilled to the very letter. Svayambhu characters 
are said to be observable on the leaves of the celebrated tree of 
gumbum (ku-bum Q ~ W  or hundred thousand images), the birthplace 

of Tsofi-khapa. Abbk HUG who visited Kumbum has given, in his 
travels in Tibet and Mongolia, e very graphic account of the result 
of his examination of the leaves of that famous tree., The pions 

r "It  is called k m b m ,  beaame, according to the legend, it Bprang from 
Taong-kaba's hair, and bears a Tibetan ah-ter on each of its leaves. 

" It will here be naturally expected that we say something abont this tree itself, 
it exist ? Have we seen it P Has it any peculiar attributes 2 What abont itg 

m-ello~s leaves P A11 these question6 our readera are entitled to pnt to us. We 
k l ]  endeavonr to answer ae oategoricdly as possible. 

~1 Yes this tree does exist, and we had heard of it too often during our journey 



pretend to find Svapmbhn characters on m k s ,  crverns, human sknlls, 
kc. (see Plate V, h). 

I n  Plate V, c are specimens of the Efa-chhen (i. e., corpnlenk 
or fleshr) form of a second kind of ornamental sacred writing, probably 
introduced ,in Tibet during the Sakya hierarchy. There is a form of 
the U-chan characters, called Khoh s e l  or the ' lion-hearted ' character, 
so called on account of their inside being very narrow. This, too, WM 

invented by somo of the Sakyapa hierarchs (see Plate V, b). 
The specimen in Plate V, e, called the Efintn JoApa or the 

'finished or well described' characters, with the vowel o inherent in 
them, were probably introduced both in Tibet and Mongolia by some 
of the early Sakya hierarchs. These resemble the Yugur (Oigyur) 
chamcters, called the ' Gyaser yige ' by the Tibetans. This form ie 
found in almosti all the old seals of Tibet. I am unable to name the 
letters individually, but I have obtained a transliteration of the sentence0 
with their tramlation in Tibetan. I here attach both, with the English 
tranelation of the Tibetau version written in S'intn Jod-pa charactem. 

not to feel momewhat eager to visit it. At the foot of the mountain on whioh the 
Lamaaery stands, and not far from the principal Buddhist temple, is a great square 
enclosure, formed by brick walls. Upon entering this we were able to examine at  
leisure the marvellone tree, some of the branches of whioh had already manifested 
themelres above the wall. Oar eyes were &st directed with earnest rmriosity to 
the leaves, and we were filled with absolute consternation of astonishment at  finding 
that, in point of fact, there were upon each of the leaves well-formed Tibetan 
charecters, all of a green colonr, some darker, some lighter, than the leaf itself. O m  
h t  impression waa enspicion of fraud on the part of the Lamaa; hnt, after e 
minute examination of every detail, we could not discover the least deception, the 
oharactera aU appeared to us portions of the leaf itself, equally with its veins and 
nerves, the position was not the same in all ; in one leaf they would be at  the top of 
the leaf; in another, in the middle; in a third, a t  the base, or a t  the side; the 
younger leaves represented the characters only in a partial state of formation. The 
bark of the tree and its branches, which resemble that of the plane tree, are also 
covered with these characters. When yon remove a piece of old hark, the yonng 
bark nnder it  exhibits the indistinct outlines of characters in a germinating state, 
and, what ie very singular, these new ch-tern are not nnfrequently different from 
thoae which they replace. We ex-ed everything with the closest attention, in 
order to detect some trace of trickery, but we ~ u l d  discern nothing of the sort, and 
the perspiration absolutely trickled down our f-a nnder the idnenoe of the sense. 
tions whioh thie most amazing spectacle oreated. 

" More ~rofonnd intelleots than ours may, perhaps, be able to snpply a satisfag. 
tory explanation of the mysteries of this singnlar tree ; hut ae to ns, we altogether 
give it up. Oar readerm possibly may smile at  our ignorance ; bat we care not so 
that the sincerity and truth of our etatement he not snspected." 

AbU Hnc's travels in Tertarp, Thibet aad Ohina, Vol. 11, page 63. 
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Tramlation of Yugur 8entenoss.+ 
(1.) Jampal pfi (Manju Ghosha) is the Lord of speech and 

elocution. 
(2.) The goddess Yafichan-ma (Sarasvati) milched the wishing 

cow of science. 
(3.) The noble Tshafi-pa (Brahma) holds the treasures of the 

four-fold classes. 
(4.) The chief of the Dharrtpis can send forth fortune and bliss 

to the dead. 
(5.) Thns the holy ones are not liberal in promisee ; 
(6 . )  But if their promises with difficulty once can be gained, 
(7.) Those remain certain as figures cut on rocks. 
(8.) These they do not gainsay even to  death. 
The specimens in P h t e  VII, No. 1, also a form of Gya-ser-yige, are 

wholly unintelligible to me. This kind of chamter  was used by the 
successors of Chinghis Khsn and Qhbl&i in golden tablets. I believe 
some specimens resembling this form of Yngur chara&ers, are given in 
Yule's Marco Polo.? 

During the decline of the Sakya hierarchy Rin-chhen Pubpa, one 
of the moat .powerful chiefs of Central Tibet, became the patron of 
learning. He invented the curious form of symbolical writing for 
secret state correspondence, which is called after his name, i .  e., Rin 
purl yige. I have obtained a copy of some of the Rin puii yige and 
have illustrated them in Plate IVa. 

The specimen in Plate Va was invented by Sakya Pandita 
Kungah Gyal-tshan, who was appointed spiritual guide of Goyug and 
Gotan, the grandsons of Chinghis Khhn. Knngah gave the square form 
to the Tibetan characters, a modification of which he introduced in 
Mongolia prior to  the inbntion of the modern Mongolian characters. 

The two forms of characters, contained in Plate Vf and g, were 
probably designed by the Kahgyud and Gelugpa hierarchies. One 
of these is a modification of the Lan-tsha characters, and the other that 
of the ordinary Tibetan characters written with rounded corners. 

* (1.) S'bra ma gad di namag pynh yaiiab naphar na myag 68. 
(2. )  Ta byak ajath sB tsho ka dsnk sak aha tot aha ohoshi tabs. 
(3.) gamah h fiat shakar iia rfie nayili nah hasaofia la ssit. 

(4.) Dajiya nadi hamad gahb syaiir teyir in kas rchoh. 

(5.) Ssi bmal be, lak as th6akb Bi tsa fishe ki ay ohhi dsa. 

(6.) Tshad ye lam fia ap tsap Bi ah dsab tshyn th 6. 

(7.) Thlod thiko irb sa ssi achhi iln. 

(8.) Nitads tsha ohh 6 be athiss 1 srtth tshad fitshyntt. 
Transliterated Yngnr Mongolian sentenoes. 

t [See hiq vol. I, pp. 14,29,30,169,3U ; and the plates at pp. 3 4  and 472. ED.] 
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The moqograms in Plate Vd, are in  Lan-tsha cbrwters .  It is 

not easy to a~certain the date when this design was made in Tibet. 
They are found engraved on rocks, or slabs of stone, in  votive piles, and 
on boards used in caves and corners of temples. I conjecture they were 
de~igned and matured by the five Sakya hierarchs who are recognised 
as the successive manifestations of Manju Ghosha, the god of science'and 
learning. 

In  Plate VI, Nos. 2 and 3, there are two forms of Wando  gige, i. e., 
' the letters of fairies.' These characters were used in the old Nifima 
works, said to have been discovered under rocks by some of the Tertons 
or ' discoverers of sacred treasure.' 

In Plate V I I  there are six specimens of ornamental characters, of 
which :-No. 1 is used in seals and tablets. 

NO. 2 is the modified form of the Tibetan characters, called Chhag- 
lobi yig gsar, i. e., ' the letters invented by Chhag Locbava,' a celebrated 
translator of Buddhist works. His name is mentioned in Sumpa's 
chronological list of Tibet. 

No. 3 is the form that was given to the Tibetan characters by the 
historian of Tibet, called Egos Lochava or Lama Shonnu dpal. B e  
wrote the history of Tibet called Debther 3 0 n - ~ o .  This form is 
called Egos lohi yig gsar, i. e., ' the new letters of Rgos Lochava.' 

NO. 4 is the form of Tibetan characters introduced by Skyogg 
Lochava. These letters are called &yoga lohi yig gsar, i. e., ' the new 
letters of Skyogg! Lochava.' 

No. 5 is called m ~ - m t s h a r - ~ i ~  gsar or ' the curious new letters.' 
No. 6 is the form of ornamental Tibetan used in the monastery of 

Rdorje-gdan. 
The symbols, preceding each set of letters (Plates I-VIII) are 

called mgo-yig (lit. head-letter), and are always used to introduce 
writing. They represent the sacred invocation ' Om.' 

In  the appendix of Csoma's Tibetan grammar there are specimens 
of three forms of Tibetan characters and one form of ornamental San- 

I skrit ; viz., 1, U-chan (or headed); 2, U-me (headless) ; 3, Dutsha 
(round or granular), and 4, the Lan-tsha Sanskrit. These four forms 
being known to the Cis-Himilayan Buddhists, both Csoma and Jaschke 
obtained specimens of them. 

I. The U-chan is confined to printing, and sacred writings, on 
paper, stone and wooden blocks ; to inscriptions on cloth and paper for 
flags, amulets, charm boxes, and prayer wheels, to. ; and to inscriptions 
for casting lots.-Plate 11, a.L 

11. The U-me form is in general use, all over the country, it being 
thg chief medium of conducting business in the writing of every day life 
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of the Tibetans. It hae four subforms ; viz., Plate 11, a, d, and Plate 
111, [a, b ]  c. 

(1.). Pema tshng-chhnfi :-small roundish lchters, nsed in elegant 
writings, epistles, and love-letters.-Plate 111, a, b. 

(2.) Khyug yig :-running hand letters, nsed entirely in bnsine~s 
and correspondence.-Plate 111, c. 

(3.) Ka-dp6 or Khugs yig rKaii rifi :-long-legged letters for copy- 
writing, exercises in penmanship, &c.-Plate 11, No. c. 

(4.) Dpe yig yKaii thuii :-short-legged letters for manuscripts, 
books, &c.-Plate 11, d. 

111. The third form called Du-tsha (Hbm-tshag), which is seldom 
need for the above four purposes, is used in public notices, placards, 
signboards, names of books on covers, and in making covers of goods, bales, 
furniture, &c., (see Plate 111, d). Almost all the Pon boob  are written 
in this form. I t  appears to me that the Pons, out of their antagonislll to 
Buddhism, were averse to adopt the Lan-tsha form of Sanskrit in their 
sacred writings and inscriptions. They, therefore, gave the ornamental 
shape to the U-me characters, and thereby formed the Du-tsha, (see Plate 
1 1  e). As in c o m e  of time the Pon religion declined, i t  (Dn tsha) fell 
into disuse. Still the largest use is made of i t  only in Pon monasteries. 
The lJ-me form is now-a-days taking its place in the writing of notices 
and signboards. The three forms of characters are, however, modifica- 
tions of that form of the Devanigari which was current in- 

. during the 7th and 8th centuries A. D.* The U-chan, U-me, and I 
Du tsha run parallel to each other in their shape.-Plates I1 and 111. 

IV. The Lan-tsha (Ranja) form of Sanskrit is exclusively used in 
writing title-pages, headings of books, ornamental inscriptions, tapes- 
teries, paiuting, eacred objects and symbols, &c., &c. I t  was introduced 
in Tibet from Magadha.-Plates V I I I  and IX. 

Sow Pre-historic Burial-places in SoutBern India.-By A. REA, M. R. A. S. 
(With two plates.) 

Megalithic and earthenware tombs at Palldvaram. 
These remains, consisting of grOUpS of dolmens, and round and 

oblong earthenware sarcophagi, are found around and over a range of 
hills to the east of the village of Tr i in lb  about a mile to the east of the 

+ cc The Tibetan alphabet itself, aa has been noticed in other places, is stated to 

t , 

have been formed from the Devancignri, prevalent in Central India in the seventh 
century. On comparing the forms of its letters with those of various ancient 
San~krit inscriptions, particnlarly that at Gya, translated by Mr. (now Sir Charles) 
Wilkins, and that on the oolnmn 8t Allahabad, translated by Captain Trover and Dr. 
Mill, a striking similitude will be observed." Csoma'a Tibetan grammar, page %. 
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cantonment of Pallirvaram. A rock-cut cave on an adjoining hill shows 
that the place was in existence in the days of the Pallavas, or probably 
about or before the 7th century A. D. The name itself shows the origin 
of the town, and, from the extensive nature of these burial-places, the 
sett,lement was probably a large one. Like all this part of the country, 
included in the kingdoin of Tondaimandalam, i t  would finally be wrested 
from the Pallavas and fall under the sway of the conquering Chola~ in 
the l l t h  century. That it did so, is proved by the existence of a Chola 
temple in the village of TriSul6r. The tombs themselves most probably 
belong to the earlier uettlement of the Pallavas, for they seem to be 
anterior in date to the l l t h  century. Stone .circles similar to these 
exist near Amartivati, and a t  various places once part of the Pallava 
kingdom. Oblong earthenware sarcophagi have been found in the die- 
tricts of Chingleput Nell6r ' and North Arkirt ; and the more common 
round or globular earthen tombs exist a t  places in the Chingleput 
Salem, Madura, Malabar and most other districts. Sir Walter Elliot 
believed that the dolmens were erected by the Pallavae, and this view 
seems to be to a certain extent borne out by subsequent observers, in so 
far as it relates to the fact that the Pallavas may have erpcted dol~uens ; 
it is very doubtful if they could have erected all of them. In the dol- 
mens themselves, however, there is great variety of form observable in 
the various districts, and if these were all the work of one race of people, 
the differences would have to be accouuted foi; by the forms adopted or 
practised by the various sects or castes. The problem ig one not so 
easily solved, for dolmens wikh a greater or less similarity to each other 
exist, not only over the whole of India, but also over a great portion of 
the world. If we assume that the Pallavas or Kurumbars erected those 
in India, how is the resemblance to these in others, found out of India, 
to be accounted for ? But even in India itself, though the PalIavas 
were undoubtedly a powerful dynasty, there is no proof that they had 
sway over anything like the whole of India. This being so, those me- 
galithic remains, found outside the limits of the ancient Pallava king- 
dom, must have been erected by a different race or races from the Palla. 
vm. Carrying the point still further, when considerable difference of 
plan, design, or arrangement is found-for example, circles, squares, and 
the almost infinite variety of classes of megalithic remains,-not only over 
wide areas within the limits of the Pallava kingdom, but even in those 
in close ~roximity to each other, how can i t  be proved that they were 
all erected by the Pallavas ? If  i t  is admitted that they may have 
erected certain of them, i t  must be qualified by the inferred supposition 
that the differences in arrangement must be due to the forms used by 
different castes or sections of the tribe ; for, in a conservative people 

G 
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like the Hindbs, it would be an anomaly to find one caste practising a 
plurality of methods in the disposal of its dead. The Pallavas probably 
erected one or more classes of megaliths or other tombs in common with 
other races of the time. They could not have need all the different 
varieties we find existing. To ascertain which they really did use, we 
mnst find which forms are the commonest around the remains of the 
principal of $heir settlementa. I t  has been suggested, origiually I think 
by Fergusson, that the distribution of the dolmens might be due to the 
wanderings of a primeval tribe over the different parts of the globe. It 
is to be feared, however, that any such primeval remains must not be 
looked for on the present surface of the earth, but in one or more of the 
strata a t  some distance below it. The present level cannot by any pos- 
sibility be such as was the snrface in primeval times, else we must as- 
sume, that if primeval remains are now found on the earth's presenk 
surface, high above the strata which, each successively, formed the sur- 
face in early times, then the earth in those days mnst have been unin- 
habited; but, I think this is hardly asserted. The dolmens now Been 
cannot be much more than a thousand years old, else they wonld have 
been silted np long ere this. They cannot therefore be snch ae were 
erected by primeval tribes, though it is quite possible they may be the 
descendants or copies of  dolmen^ which really were erected in snch early 
times, and which may now exist with other fossilized remains of the 
time a t  some considerable depth underground. This might be expected ; 
for, from the very earliest times, man mnst have had a reverence for hie 
dead, and taken steps to mark the spot of its burial by the erection of 
some snch rude monuments. Fergnsaon, in his R1& 8tone Xonuments 
has treated this part of the subject very clearly, going into the earliest 
forms of sepulture practised by primitive tribes, and showing how they 
developed under the effects of a more advanced civilization. 

At  PallBvaram, the stone circles occupy a position by themselves on 
the tops and sides of the hills, whereas the oblong and round earthen 
tombs stand on the sloping ground around and a t  some distance from 
the base ; and all close to or on the surface. As the earthenware tombs 
are found scattered over one and the same piece of ground, they mnst 
have been need by one race, and by one section of it. They have all, 
certainly a t  one time, had high lids or covers, and had they been sunk 
in the earth till these were below the surface,-as the tops are now all 
away, and the rims of the tombs themselves are now above or on the 
surface of the gronnd-it wonld lead to the inference t h ~ t  the ground 
line in  those days had been from three to four feet higher than i t  is now- 
a-days. Had there been no mounds, i t  wonld require to have been so, 
to cover the high semi-globular lids of the round tombs. This of course 
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wonld be absurd, for except in cases where the surface earth is washed 
away by rain or in similar exceptional instances, it will be found that 
the tendency is for the snrface to rise by continual accumulations of 
soil, rather than fall. Ancient remains continue to sink below ground, 
or more strictly become covered up in proportion to their age. This 
will be found to be always the case, except in cases where there is some 
connteracting came a t  work. Now the most probable explanation of the 
position of these tombs is, that they would seem to have been placed in 
the earth with their rim abont or near the snrface, and the lids above 
i t  : this was then covered up by s mound. The mound would gradually 
wash down, and as i t  went, the lids of the tombs would disappear also, 
leaving the tombs themselves exactly as we find them or just abont the 
snrface of the ground, and without their covers. I t  is out of the ques- 
tions to suppose that the snrface could have been so much higher than 
it is now ; and the only possible way by which the high lids of the tombs 
could be protected or covered wonld be by a mound." We have endes- 
voured to show that the practices of modern burying castes may be 
referred to as elucidating some of the ancient customs connected with 
these tombs ; and in this instance the placing of the tomb partly above the 
natural snrface of the ground, has its counterpart in the burying of the 
body up to its waist in the grave. (See subsequent remarks on the 
subjec*.) 

Regarding the foregoing remarks on the gradual silting up of 
ancient remains, it may be observed that the fact, if properly iuvesti- 
gated, might be the means of settling many disputed questions regarding 
the age of megalithic and other remains. Very little really is known as 
to the actual age of such tombs. Various dates have of conrse been 
assigned, but only on surmise ; nothing certain has yet transpired to 
definitely fix their actual age. Now this silting of the soil goes on 
steadily from year to year, and, if the total accumulation in a century be 
known, we wonld have an important factor in ascertaining their date, 
from their position above or below ground. Various other mattera 
wonld of course have to be taken into consideration, such as any pecu- 
liarities of the locality. For instance, remains on the sides of a hill, 
may silt up but gradually or not a t  all, through the water rushing down 
the sides and carrying away the accumulations of soil. These are ex- 
ceptions ; bnt in ordinary circumstances, the process must go on with 
ceaseless regularity. Most of the ancient remains now hidden by 
mounds, have been covered by this natural process ; very few can have 
been artificially concealed. I t  can certainly be used as an auxiliary to 

* See further remarks on the mounds, under the article on the Paravai tombs, 
alao Plate X. 
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other means of fixing the date of certain remains, if not always with 
certain exactness, at  least approximately. If we examine the section 
of a mound covering a building whose date is known, such as the stupa 
a t  Amarhvati, several distinct former surfaces can be seen, marked in 
different instances by bricks or marbles which have fallen off, and are 
now lying on the level, several feet below the present surface. By pro- 
portionally dividing the height of the section of the earth bank, the 
accumulations of each century, which has elapsed since the erection of 
the building, can be almost exactly fixed. In  this inshnce the appli- 
cation of the theory proves an important fact, namely, that the destmc- 
tion of the stupa had been going on from the time it was deserted till 
it was completely covered up by the mounds ; and disproves the suppo- 
sition that the buildirg must have remained complete till it was die- 
covered at  the beginning of the present century. This is proved by the 
finding of marble slabs a t  different levels. Some were lying about the 
level of the floor ; these could only have fallen off when there was little 
or no accumulation of soil. Others again, were at  varying Ievels above 
the floor line, these must have fallen when the ground line had risen or 
been silted up to the height a t  which they were found. This is alluded 
to simply as an exemplification of the application of the theory. I t  can 
undoubtedly be applied to aid in solving the problem of the age of these 
megalithic remains. I t  has been asserted that these earthenware tombs 
a t  Pallivaram were once enclosed by stone circles, though now no trace 
of them remains. It m y  have been 80 in certain cases, though from 
observations of similar examples a t  other places they would seem to 
have been simply covered by mounds. The stone circles even yet exist- 
ing in the vicinity seem to enclose an entirely different class of tomb. 
It wonld be curious that these circles on the adjoining hills, enclosing 
the tombs, should even still exist in almost perfect condition, 
while no traces remain of circles a t  the earthen sarcophagi. 

The round tombs are pointed on the bottom, and terminate in one 
leg. They are all near the surface, and, in most cases, their upper 
rim has been broken away, through projecting above ground ; and for 
the same reasoa their covers are now away. On excavating one of these, 
I found a portion of an outer and separate rim remaining around the 
tomb itself, and advanced the theory that they must have been covered 
by a semi-globular lid, like an inverted chatty placed on the top. From 
some complete examples which I subsequently examined in the Madura 
District, I found this theory entirely borne out, for in those cases in 
which the lid still remained, its form was almost exactly a replicate of the 
tomb itself, only of a slightly greater diameter, so that i t  might be easily 
placed over and enclose the tomb proper (see Plate X, fig. 2). None of 
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the former observers of those remains a t  Pallhvaram fonnd any traces 
of iron, or other metal weapons or utensils ; nor were there m y  bones. 
I n  one of a number which I opened, some bones were fonnd ; these were 
in a very decayed condition and uncalcined. A number of small earthen 
vessels have been fonnd, principally in the round tombs : the oblong 
sarcophagi seem particularly devoid of such relics. In one of these 
latter I found a small oblong tomb placed inside the larger one, and 
from this I suggested that this oblong form may have been used for 
the females of the tribe : for, in certain cases with the Hindlis a t  the 
present day i t  is the practice to bury the infant along with the mother. 
The bodies in the ronnd tombs would be the males, placed in a crouch- 
ing or sitting position. Certain tribes or castes among the Hindlis still 
bury their dead in this position, though of course not in a receptacle, or 
enclosed tomb. The female is buried in a horizontal posture, and the 
male in a sitting position. In  an interesting article* on pre-historio 
tombs in Malabar, it has been stated that the protuberance on the bot- 
tom of such ronnd sepulchral urns probably signifies a representation of 
the os uteri ; being emblematic of the religious ideas connected with the 
earth-goddess, and that such a burial was emblematic of the return of 
the individual to the womb of Mother Earth. The same idea was after- 
aards  advanced in reference to the Pall6varam tombs. 

The chief sect which adopts the custom of burying, (uttara-kriy&), 
is the Lingadh6ris or certain followers of S'iva,-who, in most cases, 
bury their dead in a sitting position. The grave is partly filled up to 
the waist of the deceased, when, after the saying of mantras and other 
ceremonies have been gone through, the friends who are present, throw 
in handfuls of earth till they raise a low mound over it. Sanyhis are 
always buried; they are considered 80 holy that they have no need of 
the ceremonies necessary for baser mortals. Boys who have not under- 
gone the ceremony of upanayanam (similar to the Anglican confirrna- 
tion) ; by some castes, all unmarried girls ; with the Sudras, those under 
the age of ten; those who die of small-pox, and soldiers who die in 
battle, all are buried. A relic of the ancient custom of placing food 
with the deceased (pretdhdram or food for the spirit) still exists in the 
practice of cooking difEerent kinds of food, and taking i t  to the burial- 
place, scattering it there. The remains a t  Pallhvaram are evidently those 
of a burying people, and not of those who first cremate, and afterwards 
collect and place the burnt bones in the ground. 

Dr. Burgess had suggested that one or more of the eal-then tombs 
should be removed to Nadms, but from the brittle condition in which 

* Logan, .Malabar, 1887, Pol. I, p. 181, 
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they all were, it had been stated that it was impossible to  remove any 
of them in their entirety. This certainly seemed to be so ; the tombs were 
bulky, and the earthenware had so little cohesion, that i t  psuld be easily 
powdered between the fingers. The work thus seemed to be, if not 
altogether impossible, a t  least one of considerable difficulty, and reqnir- 
ing great care in execution. In  addition, none of them were in a per- 
fect condition ; they were all cracked throughout, and it eeemed that on 
any attempt to move one, it would instantly fall to pieces. As the 
removal therefore, of such a large unwieldy mass of cracked earthen- 
ware presented some rather peculiar difficulties, it may not be nninter- 
eating to recount the method successfully adopted. On inspection, I 
first decided that it would be useless to attempt their removal if the 
earth had been taken from the inside. Though this added greatly to 
the weight, it was unavoidable, as the only cohesion the tombs had, 
rested in the hard earth which filled the interior. The tomb removed 
(see Plate X, fig. 1) is 6 feet long, 1 foot 8 inches deep, and 1 foot 
6 inches broad, and has two rows of five lege. Like all the others i t  had 
a number of cracks over its surface, these were cemented, as, had this not 
been done, every piece wouldinevitably have separated whenever touched. 
The earth was cleared from around it, leaving i t  standing free on the 
ten legs. It was then lightly wrapped round with sBrrtw ropes; and 
bamboos were placed longitudinally above and below. Some packing- 
case planks were then cut to the necessary size, so as to form an en- 
closing box. Two planks were placed along each side, with upright 
snpportsfixed so that one would be nearly opposite each leg of the 
tomb ; the wooden lege were cut so as to stand about 9 inches longe~  
than the earthen ones. The box-open above and below-wad then 
slipped over the top, and a hole dug in the ground below each wooden 
support, so that the box could be lowered till its lower plank was level 
with the nnder surface of the tomb. The space between the tomb and 
the sides of the box was then packed with straw, and a tarpaulin laid 
over as a cover. Cross bamboos were then inserted below, betweon each 
of the legs, and supported by ropes lashed around and over the top of 
the box. To ensure the safe lifting of the whole, the earth was cleared 
from nnder the tomb legs, thns leaving it suspended in the box. Large 
bamboos were then lashed over the top, and it was safely lifted to the 
surface. From thence it was removed to my tent half a mile distant. 
Before removing it further, it was considered desirable to put on some 
additional supports, as at  that time the whole weight rested on the 
transverse bamboos below. Brackets of wood were therefore cut to 66 
the curve of the earthenware nnder surface ; these were put underneath 
and fixed to the box sides. A longitndind plank was then placed be- 
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low each row of the tomb legs, and, after the necessary cross-supporting 
pieces had been attached, the whole was removed by rail and cart to the 
Madras Government Museum. On its arrival, the two longitudinal 
planks, and cross wooden brwkete were removed from under the large 
case, leaving the weight of the tomb resting on the bamboos aa on its 
first removal. The legs of the box were then cut nearly level with 
those of the tomb, and i t  was lowered to the floor. As the earthen legs 
were not all of one equal length, wedges of varying thickness were fixed 
in below ea,ch ; the ropes supporting the bamboos were then unwound, 
and the packing case lifted off. On removing the wrapping of straw 
rope, the tomb was found to be all right, without any new cracks, even 
in spite of the shaking it must have got in the journey to Madras. 

A pyriform tomb was also removed to the Museum without much 
difficulty. The earth was left inside; the tomb wrapped round with 
straw rope, and placed point upwards in an ordinary packing case. (See 
Plate X, fig. 2.)* 

In  addition to the two large sarcophagi, a number of smaller article0 
were also unearthed and removed to the Museum. These are- 

No. 1.-A round lid, broken in seven pieces ; was probably meant 
as a cover for No. 2 ; colour a reddish brown with black on the surface, 
(Tam. Channake.) 

No. 2.-A pot, unbroken; evidently intended for rice or rice 
water. It is not dissimilar in shape to some chatties used by the people 
now-a-days ; colour a reddish brown ; 6; inches diameter. (Tam. Kanji- 
chatti.) 

No. 3.-Small, nearly round chatty, unbroken ; probably intended 
for some liquid ; red colonr; 5 inches diameter. (Tam. KduzFi.) 

No. $.--Lob, partly broken, by being crushed against the under 
side of the tomb ; red colour; 5; inches diameter. (Tam. Kuduvi.) 

No. 5.-A small cup or chatti ; probably for curry or similar 
food ; red colour ; 3 3  inches diameter. (Tam. Kattara.) 

No. 6.-Similar to No. 5 ; 3f inches diameter. 
No. 7.-A round piece of ear thenare ,  broken in two pieces ; con- 

cave on one side, with a groove around its rim ; convex on the other, 
with a piece broken away from the apex ; colour red, but black on the 
surface. It has most probably been a lid, as the groove on the rim would 
seem to show ; 4; inches diameter. (Tam. CMnnake.) 

No. 8. -A variety of No. 7 ; 6) inches diameter. 
No. 9.-Similar to No. 5 ; 59 inches diameter. 

* None of the pyriform tomba as yet seen at Pallivaram have their oovers 
complete. The majority of them have lost all traoe of it : the one removed has 
none. 
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Nos. 1 to 7 were found in a pyriform tomb ; and Nos. 8 and 9 in 
another, with fragments of other chatties. 

I think there seems a probability that some st least, if not all, of 
the utensils which we find in these tombs were originally placed, not 
in, but over them. In almost every case traces of a pottery lid remain ; 
with the pyriform tombs this was an inverted chatty with a large head 
moulding on the rim. With the oblong tombs, a fiat slab of earthen- 
ware has, I believe, covered them in every case : some of these have dis- 
appeared, but fragments are always fonnd inside. Now, in some tombs, 
there is simply an accumnlation of soil, which has broken through the 
lid by its weight, and in these, the contents are usually in good preser- 
vation, and not lying on the bottom, but scattered about the inside. 
In  others again the tomb is filled with earth and large stones, and in 
these, the chattios are usually broken, and the pieces are not on the 
bottom of the tomb, but are a t  different depbhs such as we would ex- 
pect them, if they had fallen in with the  mass of earth and stones 
through the broken lid. If the tomb had been intentionally filled with 
earth, which is very unlikely, the people wonld have shown some dis- 
crimination in filling it, and not used blocks of stone for the purpose. 
Then, if the small chatties had been originally placed inside, we would 
find them all on the lowest surface of the earth which fills the tomb ; 
but in no case are they all so. On one of the oblong tombs which I 
partially exposed, I fonnd a piece of its flat lid remaining at  one end, 
and resting on i t  were the remains of a few broken chatties. These 
would thus seem to have been placed over and not in the tomb : i f  this 
portion of the lid had been broken, the small chatties wonld have found 
their way inside as in other excavated examples. All these facts are 
confirmatoi.~r of the theory of a mound having once covered each tomb. 
The earthen ware would resist the superincumbeut weight for a time, 
but becoming cracked by the expansion and contraction of the sur- 
rounding earth, would give way, and a mass of earth would fall in. 
This again, wonld cause a hollow in the core or centre of the mound 
itself, and so hasten its being washed down by the weather. 

The first seven articles enumerated above, are exactly those which 
the ideas of those early people would suggest as necessary for the pro- 
viding of meat, drink and lights for the spirit of the deceased. In some 
parts of China this custom still prevails. They believe that the hills 
-which they use for burial places,-are inhabited by spirits which 
protect the graves of the dead. They therefore offer to them a sacrifice 
of food, wine, and incense or candles. The graves a t  Pallivaram ere 
all either on the hills, or on the sloping ground immediately below them. 
Thie may have been the result of the ancient edict which forbade the 
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use of fertile land for burial ; or it may have been that the same idea 
which the Hind&, along with other nations, have of the sacredness of 
the hills, induced thepl to choose snch places for the deposit of their 
dead. The ancient Jews had snch a belief; we see the Chinese and 
other nations have i t  ; and that such is not foreign to the traditions of 
the Hind& is evinced-by some of their finest carvings of deities and 
most sacred shrines being placed on the hills. The cnstom now-a-days 
of placing a pot of food a t  a grave may be the lingering traces of the 
earli* custom. Even with castes which bury their dead,--and, the 
evidences point to these relics being the work of an aboriginal people 
who used burial in preference to cremation, as the bones I found a re  
not calcined-no cnstom of placing snch a number of utensils seems to  
prevail now, nor do any of them use any snch receptacle for the body. 
With snch a conservative race as the Hindhs, who take ages to change 
any of their customs, it seems a very sufficient reason for assigning these 
antiquities to a very early period in the history of this country. 

These ancient burial-places in South India are known to the people 
by various names which indicate the belief that they are temples, and 
not places of sepulture, for example, Pandava kavil, or temple of the Pan- 
&vas. It is curious that this should be the same idea once firmly be- 
lieved in by Antiquaries in Europe, till dispelled by Fergnsson, who 
conclnsively proved that they could only be temples in the sense that 
they were shrines of the dead, and might be shrines of the votaries of 
ancestor worship. 

Megalithic remains at  Perianattam near Uhingleput. 

These consist of some fine groups of kistvaens and stone-circles. 
On the Villiyin hill, there are three or four tombs ; and on the northern 
face of the Vallari hill are from sixty to seventy examples. At least 
four classes of remains exist on the Villiyin hill ; they are- 

(1.) Stone-circles, with kistvaens or dolmens in the centre, 
(2.) Circles, with no surface remains in the centre, 
(3.) Kistvaens or dolmens, without circles, 
(4.) Pottery sarcophagi, without stone enclosures. 
The remains generally are much the same as the megalithic tombs 

a t  Pallhvaram ; but whereas a t  that place only one or two examples of 
the dolmens-in the centre of circles-occur, a t  Pelianattam a large 
number exists in almost complete preservation. Of the first class, above 
noted, over a dozen were noted. They are formed of a number of large 
stones laid together, roughly forming three sides of a square, leaving 
the fourth side open, and the inside clear. A large flat slab is laid over 
the top of these as a roof. Close around the central group is a pile of 

a 
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emaller stones, gradually rising towards the centre in a sort of cairn 
or mound. At  a distance of a few feet from this first or inner circle is 
an outer concentric one, formed of blocks of stone, each stone about two 
or three feet in diameter ; this onter ring encloses the tomb. Some of 
these stone-circles are qnite complete, others have only e few of the 
central stones and onter circle remaining. A few stones from some of 
the circles had evidently been quite recently removed. 

The majority of the remains consists of those noted nnder class 2. 
Bome of these circles are quite complete, withont a stone out of place, and 
they have no trace of anything remaining or having been in the centre. 
If there had been dolmens in the centre, their removal would have dis- 
turbed some of the stones in the outer circle : but in numbers of cases I 
observed no displacement. The earth level inside the circle is some- 
times about two feet above the surrounding soil, forming a raised circu- 
lar platform of earth ; this may be due to a mound having been inside 
the circle and gradually washed down. One of these had a circle of 27 
feet in diameter with 27 stones laid closely together : the inside level 
was 2 feet above the surrounding ground. 

Of class 3, there are a number of examples. For classification, 
they might be included under those of the first, for they are simply the 
kistvaens or dolmens with their surrounding circles either wholly or 
partially removed. One had nine large stones laid together, with a flat 
slab, 6 feet by 5 feet and a foot thick, laid on the top. 

Of class 4, only one partially complete example was seen projecting 
above the ground surface, but broken pieces of thick pottery a t  different 
places shewed that others did or still do exist there. The one referred 
to, was almost identical with the pyriform tombs a t  PallAvaram, and 
measured 1 foot 6 inches in diameter and 2 feet in depth. It was badly 
cracked, and had only some broken pieces of earthenware and large 
stones in the earth inside. This tomb, and the megaliths occupy the 
same relative positions on the hill as do the same classes of remains a t  
Pallhvaram. The stone circles are on the knolls and higher slopes, and 
the earthen urns lower down a t  the very base of the hill. No indica- 
tions of the long earthenware coffins were observed, but it is qnite pro- 
bable they may also exist here. 

An excavation was made in the centre of one of the simple stone 
circles, to abcertain what class of tomb it enclosed. The circle was in- 
complete, and withont central dolmens. I only found two bones, and 
several broken pieces of small chatties. The shaft was carried down 
to a depth of 4 feet, but nothing else was found ; these relics were 2 
feet from the surface. Other remains there may once have been, but 
possibly they have been intentionally removed at one time or other ; 
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or it might point to there having been e tumulus or mound inside the 
bircle, in  which case the funeral urn would be close to the ground sur- 
face, and when the mound disappeared, the relics would go also. The 
fragments of pottery may be of service in a classScation of such articles 
fonnd a t  other places : they are quite d8erent from the chatties fonnd 
in the Pallharam earthenware sarcophagi ; the pieces are moulded and 
have rude attempts a t  ornament. The contents of the Pallivaram tomb8 
are all quite plain, and, with the exception of the crude notchiugs around 
the top of some of the larger tombs, there is no ornament of any sort : 
nor is there absolutely any on any of the small chatties yet found. As 
far aa can be made out from these fragments, the outline also would seem 
to have differed from the others. The rim aronnd the earthen sarcophagns 
seen at  Perianattam, instead of being e bead-moulding ae in some a t  
Palliivaram, is moulded in a sort of spear-shaped section. 

Another circle, which had only one of the centre stonea remaining, 
was examined ; but this had the appearance of having already been dug 
into a t  some previous time or other, and nothing was fonnd but broken 
pottery. Could time have been had for an examination of one of the 
complete kistvaeus, some relics, no doubt, would have been revealed. 

MEGALITHS AND EARTHENWARE SARCOPHAQI AROUND MADURA, 
Dadampatti. 

A t  Dadampatti, on the eastern outskirts of the village, are tracea 
of about a dozen megalithic tombs. Some have been a t  one time or 
other partly excavated, probably for the treasure they were supposed to 
contain, or for the large slabs of etoue of which they were formed. 
Those remaining show a large stone kist underground, formed of stone 
slabs on the top, sides and bottom. These have once on a time been 
enclosed by stone circles, but in only one ewe does this remain, and 
that, only partially. 

Close to these, a large stone covered a round earthenware tomb. 
I removed the slab and came to the tomb itself at  over 3 feet below the 
ground surface : i t  was shaped like the pyriform earthen tombs a t  Pall&- 
varam, The semi-globular earthen lid, which had once covered it, and 

would extend up to the stone slab on the surface, was broken, but 
few portions of i t  remained. Arranged aronnd the ontside of the rim 

was a series of chatties, but all broken ; from the different fragments, 
there seem to have been about half a dozen of them : they were all very 
soft and brittle. One of e reddish material is shown in Plate XI, 
fig. 1. It is semi-globular, broken, 75 inches in diameter and 4f iuches 
deep, with moulded rim and groove around the ontside. Another was 

portion of a black-glazed double-ringed stand for supporting the other 
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(PI. XI, fig. 2). It is a fragment only, but the production of the curvea 
gives a diameter of 7 i  inches with e depth of 2: ; similar articles com-' 
plete a p  shown in  figs. 60, 61. Another fragment (fig. 3) is pear- 
shaped, of a thin material, red below, but black insicie, and also black 
on the exterior where the rim had been; another of the same kind, more 
complete, is shown by fig. 27. The tomb had a bead-moulded rim ; and 
the portions of the cover which remained, overlapped it by 10 inches ; the 
edge of the cover rim was plain without moulding. I cleared the inside, 
and fonnd a few bones and an iron spear head (fig. 4). The ground 
around the exterior wae extremely hard, and in digging it out--at 6 feet 
from the surface-the men turned out a large frog, which had been em- 
bedded in  the solid clay. The animal had a semi-transparent look, and 
died a few minutes after being brought to light. 

Mr. Turner found a similar tomb at Paravai, the contents of which 
were some bones and chatties (figs. 5 to 8) and a large nnmber of beads. 
Fig. 5 ia a fragment of a ring-stand, similar to figs. 2, 60 and 61, i t  is 
black-glazed,* 42 inches in diameter, and 22 inches deep. Fig. 6 is a chatti 
of a reddish colour, 64 inches deep, and 7 inches a t  the widest diameter. 
Fig. 7 is a chatti ; brownish red, slightly mottled with dark spots, and 
glazed ; moulded rim ; notched ornament round body of pot; 8 inches 
deep, and 9 inches in diameter. Fig. 8 is a chatti ; reddish colour ; slight- 
ly dBerent in shape from the above ; no ornament ; 6 inches deep and 
6 inches in diameter. The beads fonnd in this are peculiar and inter- 
esting. Some are of a reddish semi-transparent material, with milky 
streaks through them ; a few are of a greenish hue, and others of white 
crystal; most of them have s design in white inlaid work, the lines 
seeming to have been graved on the surfme, and the white enamel 611ed in. 
These are important, among other respects, in that they resemble beads 
found a t  the seven Pagodas. Sir Walter Elliot states,? that such 
articles have been picked up near some mounds there. Mr. Loventhal 
of Vellore showed me a number he had collected himself. The mounds, 
referred to, were supposed to cover remains of buildings, but excav& 
tions revealed nothing in the shape of masonry. From a comparison of 
the beads from the seven Pagodas with those found in the Madura tomb, 
I am convinced the former came from burial places also, which would 
explain the abscnoe of buildings expected by the excavators. The other 
articles mentioned being found by Sir Walter Elliot seem to com- 
pletely con6rm this theory. 

A few of the most typical of the beads from the Paravai tomb are 
illustrated in Plate X, fig. 3. Those marked a are red, b are red or 

See further remarks on this 'I glaze " or gloss. 
9- Carr's Seren Pagodas, p. 119. 
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various shades, c is red with white stretlka, d ia green, and e are red 
ery stals. 

These .seem to be rather unnsnel, for I fonnd none in any of the 
tombs I examined. 

Another tomb removed from Pamvai to Madura, was opened by 
myself. Inside were a quantity of human bones, evidently those of s 
large-sized person. An nnnsnally large number of utensils were also 
fonnd, fifteen in all. (Pl. XI,  figs. 9 to 23.) 

Figs. 9 to 14 are bowl-shaped, with e double curvature on the 
body. They have, as all the others, a slight glaze, and are of a rich red 
colonr speckled with black spots. They vary in size from 53 inches 
to 6) inches in diameter, by 23 inches to 3; inches deep. 

Fige. 15 to 21 are also bowl-shaped ; but, with the exception of fig. 
18, which has a slight hollow round its outer upper surface, are of a 
plain convex curve. They are black inside, and black on the npper sur- 
face of the exterior, merging into red on the under side. They vary in 
size from 66 to 86 inches in diameter, by -4 to 2+ inches doep. 

Fig. 22 i s  a chatti, similar to fig. 7 ; 8 inches in diameter and 7-) 
inches deep. 

Fig. 23 is e small vessel, semi-egg-shaped ; broken. It ie black in- 
side, and on tho exterior has the beautiful merging of the two colours, 
black end red, so characteristic of the pottery found in this neighbour- 
hood ; 5 inches in diameter end 4) inches deep. 

Paravai. 

At  Paravai the tombs are of earthenware, pyriform-shaped. They 
occupy a level piece of waste land to the east of the village. A great 
many appear above the soil, covering an area of several acres. I ex- 
cavated one, and fonnd it to be completely filled with hard compact 
earth and stones ; there was neither trace of bones nor chatties, not even 
a fragment : the interior was coated with lime. Probably it may have 
been emptied a t  some previous time or other. 

another I excavated, and fonnd a number of bones and a skull, the 
latter being very nearly perfect (lower right of Plate XI), and two small 
broken vessels (figs. 24, 25). The bone forming the skull mostly remains 
in position, and the other broken fragments could, I doubt not, be fitted 
on : it is in very good preservation. 

Fig. % is bowl-shaped ; black inside, and black and red outside : 53 
inches in diameter and 2 i  inches deep. 

Fig. 25 is similar to fig. 23. 
 he last tomb examined here was perfectly complete, with cover in 

position. The tomb and cover were cracked in dif~erent places, but no 
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piece was out of place. The contents might therefore be expected to be 
complete. The cracks were sufficiently wide to admit of soil finding its 
way inside along with moisture. This tomb and others I have since 
examined, perfectly corroborate the theory I previously advanced in 
report to Government, that all such tombs as these seemed to have had 
B lid on the top. I find elso on comparing their proportions, that those 
pyriform tombs a t  Pallivaram are all broken off nearly midway down 
their original depth. This may have been the result of their having 
been s laced half their depth in the earth (see P1. X, fig. 4), the upper 
portion above the ground level being covered with a mound. As the 
mound wae wwhed down, the portion of the tomb above the ground 
level would diaappear also. We might account for others remaining 
perfect, with their covers complete, through having-tomb and mound- 
been placed in a hollow depression in the ground. The tnmnlna 
silting-down would not disperse, but remain and fill up the hollow 
gro&d. 'In these bnrial-places, s considerable silting-down has undo&- 
M l y  been in progress since the time they were first used; for, 
though they now mostly present a uniformly level appearance, tombe 
a t  one place may be several feet below the present surface, while at 
others t h e  broken middle circumference of a tomb only appeaw. This 
would argue irregularity of the ancient surface. The contents of the 
tomb referred to above were four articles and other fragments of glazed 
earthenware (PI. XI, figs. 26 to 29), and a large quantity of crumbling 
hnman bones, all embedded in loose fine-grained earth. 

Fig. 26 is a large bowl-shaped vessel, 10P inches in diameter by 5 
inches deep ; black inside, black and red on the exterior; with rim 
modd externally and internally. I t  is the only one of its class found 
among all the examples I examined. 

Fig. 27 is a conical-shaped vessel, 6 inches in diameter by 6% inchee - 
deep ; colour, black and red. 

Fig. 28 is cup-shaped, inches in diameter and 5 inches deep; 
black inside, and black and red outside. On the black snrface, next the 
rim, is o, attempt at  ornament, met with on a few of the articles 
found in this district ; I have as yet seen i t  nowhere else. I t  seems to 
have been put on in another colonr, and this, coming off, has left a dul.1 
-rk on the glazed snrface. Some portions of the colonr still adhere, 
and i t  appears of a whitish tinge. The marks are shown as small spots 
or short lines, arranged in groups of seven curved concentric lines, point- 
ing diagonally downwards from the rim. (See Plate X, fig. 5.) 

Fig. 29 is a large chatti, 86 inches in diameter and depth ; colour 

red, It ia similar to figs. 7 fUld 22. 
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Anapancidi. 

The tombs a t  Anapanidi, on the south-east outskirts of Madura, 
&re all of earthenware and p~riform in shape ; they stand in a piece of 
waste ground to the east of the village. The gronnd in its extent and 
general appearance exactly resembles that at  Paravai. The tombs ap- 
pear above the ground singly and in groups. They vary considerably 
in size. One, which I dug out and removed, contained the bones of a 
child. I t  measures 1 foot 24 inches in diameter, by 1 foot 7 inches deep. 
Others I saw, evidently broken off abont their middle circumference, 
measured 3 feet 6 inches in diameter. These were the largest of any. 
All these were of a coarse red earthenware material, of a very different 
clay from the finely-grained light material of the enclosed smaller 
articles. Some few tombs, however, always small, which I noticed most 
particularly a t  this place, were made of a thin black end red glazed 
earthenware like that of the s m l l  vessels, abont three-sixteenths of an 
inch thick. This species of tomb was comparatively limited in number ; 
they were evidently used by a superior class, and-from the bones 
found inside-seemingly by females. One of this latter form of tomb, 
on examination, was found to contain three nicely-shaped little vessels. 
(Plate XI, figs. 30 to 32). 

Fig. 30, small pear-shaped lota, 29 inches in diameter and 2 inches 
deep ; colo'ur, black.inside, black and red outside. 

Fig. 31, small-necked chatty, with painted bottom ; 33 inches in 
diameter and depth ; colour, black and red. 

Fig. 32, double ring or stand, probably for fig. 31 ; 3i  inches in 
diameter and 19 incheb deep ; colour, black. 

A tomb of the more ordinary earthenware I next dug out, remained 
with its globular cover complete. It measured 3 feet in diameter, and 
4 feet deep including the lid. As usual, i t  was cracked in different 
places. The expansion and contraction of the moist earth which had 
fonnd its way inside through the crackv could hardly leave i t  otherwise. 
I t  stood deep in the ground, with none others appearing on the surface 
within a considerable distance of it. I n  this I fonnd one solitary vessel 
(Fig. 33) 4: inches in diameter and 5 inches deep, similar in shape to 
Fig. 28. There were no other fragments, and as the tomb was complete, 
none could have previously been taken out. Very different is this from 
the fifteen articles found in the one from Peravai (with figs. 9 to 23). 
Doubtless there were reasons for the difference-perhaps the poverty or 
wealth of the deceased, his surviving family, or some custom peculiar to 
these people. This one may have been the last of his family; the grave 
was apart from the others and buried deeply in the ground. In this 
one, I fonnd a skull with some of the bone remaining ; and the rest in 
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almost perfect outline, through having been filled in with the clayey 
soil. 'Its outline should be of importance in  pointing to the class of 
people who originated these remains. The bones of the skeleton are 
large-sized, and evidently those of a person over the ordinary height. 
The proportions of these and most others fonnd in the ordinary-sited 
tombs should, I am afraid, throw some discredit on the popula;native 

- - 

legend, that people lived to a great age, shrunk into pigmies, and were 
then so buried. This fiction seems to be very general, for I heard it 
related by people at  all these places I visited. None of the bones, fonnd 
in any of these graves, were calcined. I n  another tomb, of thick earthen- 
ware, I found some bones and three vessels, besides broken fragments 
of others. (Figs. 34 to 36.) 

Fig. 34, a necked chatti, 5; inches in diameter and 4j- inches deep ; 
colonr, black and red. 

Fig. 35, similar to figs. 28 to 33 ; 54 inches in diameter and 4.) 
inches deep ; colonr, black and red. 

Fig. 36, semi-oval vessel, 5 inches in diameter and 3& inches deep ; 
colonr, black and red. 

In a broken specimen of one of the small sarcophgi--of thin fine 
glazed material-four articles were found (figs. 37 to 40). It was about 
18 inches high and was simply an enlarged example of fig. 27, with a 
series of grooves on the outer unrface, parallel to and near the rim. 

, 

Fig. 37 is a small cup-shaped vessel, 4$ inches in diameter, and 3+ 
inches deep ; colour, black and red. It has the peculiar dotted, di~gonal- 
lined ornament I previously remarked in fig. 28 ; in this case the groups 
are of four lines each. 

Fig. 38, a necked chatti, 5 i  inches in diameter and 4% inches high, 
colour red. 

Fig. 39, similar to fig. 36 ; colonr, black and red. 
Fig. 40, small bowl-shaped vessel, 5$ inches in diameter and 22 

deep ; colonr, black and red. 
In some fragments close to the tomb, in which were the above, I - 

found a emall semi-globular pot nearly complete ; size, 4 inche~ in dia- 
meter and 3 inches deep : colour, black and red, with the ornament on 
the black, before described. The small tomb fonnd a t  this place, and 
which I removed complete to Madras, was opened after my return. 
Removing the soil, I found fi.agments of two small chatties, and also 
figs. 42, 43 and 62. 

Fig. 42 is a small cup-shaped article, 3i  inches in diameter and 
depth ; colonr, black and red. 

Fig. 43, a small-necked chatti, '7 inches in diameter and 5+ inchee 
deep. I ts  colonr ia red, but on one side is an irregular patch of glazed 
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black colour, similar to that on others described. It would seem as if 
some of the organic substance which causes the black had been un- 
intentionally mixed with the red clay, out of which the chatti had been 
made ; or it may be due to the burning, as I shall note further on. 

Fig. 62, a small semi-egg-shaped cup, 4f inches in diameter, and 
3$ inches deep : colour, black and red. It is similar in  shape to one I 
found at Pallivararn ; this other has no glaze, however. In addition to 
these, I found a number of bones and a skull. The skull had been some- 
what crushed against the inside by the chatties, but I was able to remove 
i t  in as complete a condition as i t  was found. Its bone lining is very 
thin. It is shown at the left foot of plate XI. The bones-as were to be 
expected from the size of the tomb-are small-sized, and those of a child. 
The tomb itself is shown-reversed-in the upper centre of plate XI. 

Figs. 44 to 61 are articles previously collected from various tombs 
a t  Paravai by Mr. Bartells, Inspector of Police. 

Fig. 44, a small bowl-shaped vessel, 5% inches in diameter, 1) inchos 
deep ; colour, black and red. 

Fig. 45, a lid with moulded handle on top ; 5; inche~  in diameter 
and 4 inches high ; colour, black. I t  is very similar to another I found 
a t  PallLvaram.* The checked rim for fitting the top of the vessel, which 
they were intended to cover, is the same in both cases. This one is 
slightly higher in proportion to its diameter than the other. 

Fig. 46, a double-curved bowl, with moulded rim ; 5+ inches in 
diameter and 2 inches deep; colonr, black and red. 

Fig. 47, a bowl, 5; inches in diameter, and 9 )  inches deep ; colour, 
black and red. 

Fig. 48, a bowl, 6+ inches in diameter, 3 inches deep ; colour, same. 
Fig. 49, a bowl, 6: inches in diameter, 2f inches deep ; colour, same, 
Fig. 50, fragment of a similar vessel : colour, same. 
Fig. 51, bowl, 6 inches in diameter, 23 inches deep; colour, same. 
Fig. 52, bowl, 53 inches in diameter, 2 inches deep; colonr, same. 
Fig. 53, a very small vessel, 2; inches in diameter and 1) inches 

deep ; colour, black : is of a heavier material than the others. 
Fig. 54, a small double-curved vessel, similar to, but larger than 

Fig. 53 ; 4 inches in diameter, 1) inches deep. 
Fig. 55, a small double-curved vessel, similar to, but larger than 

Big. 53 ; 4 inches in diameter, 1 inch deep. 
Big. 56, a small lot6, similar to Fig. 30 ; 31 inches in diameter and 

2% inches deep ; colour, black. 
Fig. 57, cup-shaped vessel, 3t inches in diameter, 22 inches deep ; 

colour, black and red. The material is particularly thin and light. 

* See No. 7 under description of articles found at Pallirvaram. 
I 
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Fig. 58, semi-egg-shaped cup, similar to Figs. 23, 36 and 39 ; 4+ 
inches in diameter, 4 inches deep ; colour, black and red. 

Fig. 53, double-moulded ring stand, with necking between the rings 
pierced through ; 4f inches in diameter, 2% inches deep ; colour, black. 
The surfaces are all smooth, black and glazed, with the exception of the 
under inner surface, which has been left rough, and wants the glaze. 

Fig. 60, Do. Do., but larger, with the ring opening wider, 5: inches 
in diameter and 2f inches deep; colour, black. 

Fig. 61, Do. Do., 6; inches in diameter, 29 inches deep ; colonr, 
black. 

The two preceding articles are complete examples of the fragments, 
Figs. 2 and 5. 

One striking peculiarity in all these articles is the anrface glaze, if 
it might be so called. It might be more properly described as a gloss, 
as it has little or no hardness or brittleness, but has more the appear- 
ance of polish on wood-work or horn. I t  might be the result of some . 
organic matter in the clay, or probably may have been put on the snr- 
face only. This latter hgpothesia finds credence for instance in Fig. 59, 
where the material is black throughout. The portions intended to be 
aeen when the vessel was in use, i. e., the top and exterior, are smooth 
and glazed, while the bottom side has been left rough by the potter, and 
is unglazed. In  one fragment, the outside is the usual black and red 
glaze, while the inside is dull black. A slight portion of the inner upper 
surface has the glaze, and it has exactly the streaked appearance of 
having been laid on with brush or rubbed with some material till 
polished,-almost certainly the latter. Had the glaze been caused by 
Borne material in the clay, i t  would have appeared eqnally on all sides. 
I showed one of these to Dr. Wilson, of the Presidency College, who 
thought it was not a true glaze. One other peculiarity is the difference 
in colour of material in the same vessel. One fragment shews this per- 
fectly-the black, the full thickness a t  the top, tapering down towards 
the bottom centre of the inside, where its thicln~ess is a mere line; 
while the red is thickest on the bottom, thinning up the outside, till i B  
fades into the black a t  two-thirds of the height, (see plate X, fig. 6). 
This may be due to different clays, but i t  would be difficult to rnn the one 
irlto the other as shown on the section. If different, the red clay 

be first turned on the wheel, the black afterwards gradually added 
to the upper surfaces. The most probable hypothesis, however, is, that 
there is simply the one clay, and the different colours are due to the 
degree of heat applied in the burning. In the large terra cotta images 
so sommon in certain districts, the material used in burning was straw ; 

this they were stuffed, and the fire applied left the inside a perfect 
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&ck, and the outside red. Straw is commonly used for the burning of 
some potter's work,and it may possibly have been usedfor those now under 
notice. Most of these articles are either round or pointed on the bottom, 
and, if kept upright in the kiln, would require a support to steady them. 
If SO, they might have been placed in the kiln in some sort of soil or clay 
bed ; this wonld partidly protect the lower portion of their outer sur- 
face from the heat. The fire in burning wonld play freely on the inner 
exposed snrface and the npper outer surface ; these wonld thus be sub- 
jected to a more intense heat than the partially-protected bottom. 
Burned in this way, a certain heat wonld give the red colour, and a 
greater would burn black ; the exact proportion of heat would leave the 
bottom red, the other flame-exposed portions black, as we now 6nd them. 
One chatti already referred to (Pl. XI, fig. 43) wonld seem to bear out thia 
theory. I t  ie a red colour almost throughout, with two small portions 
of the npper snrface showing black blotches. I t  appears as if the heat 
had not been sufliciently intense to fully blacken the top, and the fire had 
been banked or gone out, j u ~ t  as the black was beginning to appear, or 
before the temperature had been sdlciently high to give i t  the required 
shades. In regard to this matter I made inquiries of some native pot- 
ters in Madras, as to the black and red coloura and glazing of the pot- 
tery. I showed them a specimen, and asked if they could explain the 
colours and glazing, and produce something like it. I was told they 
could do so, and that the black colour was caused by a nut rubbed on 
the surface ; a greater or less coating of the nutty substance giving a 
more or less thickness of black in one material, hence the merging of 
the black into the red." The glaze was said to be produced by a species 
of nut likewise rubbed on the surface, and a certain degree of fineness 
could be given by burning the material with paddy husks or seed chaff. 
To test these statements, I asked a man to come and make a piece of 
pottery before me, which should have all the peculiarities of that from 
Madura. He offered to come, and did come, but I regret the wetness of 
the weather prevented his attempting it. 

I have since been favoured by Government with the loan of a pam- 
phlet? on some investigations conducted in the Salom District. Men- 
tion is therein made of red, and also black pottery ;$ some are said to 
have been black outside and red inside, and vice versd ; but it is not. 
clearly stated, if the two colours occur on one side of the same piece of 
pottery, as in the Madura examples. They had a glossy surface, and 
some were '' ornamented with transverse lines " similar, I presume, to 

Ib. 
t Report olt Tumuli in the Salem District, by the Rev. Mr. Philips, 1872. 
3 Ib .  p. 6, paragraph 11, 1. 
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those from Madura. A few were submitted to Dr. Hnnter, then in 
charge of the School of Arts at Madras. His opinion on the " glaze " 
or " gloss " was that "the surface is not glazed, but is merely polished 
by rubbing it with the juice of Toothee or Abatilon Indicum, a mucil- 
aginous juice, somewhat like gum, that is used by the natives a t  the 
present day to give a gloss to black earthenware. The surface can be 
scratched with a knife, though i t  resists water. After rubbing the sur- 
face with the juice, the vessel is again fired, and a species of smear is 
thus produced which resists acids and water.. . . . . ." " Another method 
of producing a smear is in use in India, viz., rubbing the vessel with 
mica grouud in water, and exposing it to heat." This last method may, 
I believe, very possibly have been adopted in Madura, for most of the 
articles show small pieces of mica adhering to various parts of the sur- 
face. The beads found in these Salem tumuli would seem-from the 
description Dr. Hunter gives* of them-to also resemble those before 
mentioned. He says : " They are made of carnelian, ornamented with a 
pure white enamel of considerable thickness, which has been let into the 
stone by grinding the pattern, filling in probably with oxide of tin and 
exposing to heat. The enamel is very hard, cannot be touched with a 
knife, and is not acted on by a strong nitric acid. The small beads are 
made of white carnelian and icespar." 

No description of the designs engraved on the surfaces is given,? 
80 I canuot compare them in this respect ; but the material and method 
of inserting the enamel would seem to have been the same in both cases. 
The large urns excavated at  Salem were of t,he common round kind, and 
many swords and other iron weapons were found in the tombs. They 
had thus probably been used by warriors or hunters. In only one of 
the Madura examples, at  Dadampatti, did I find a portion of an iron 
sword. The absence of such weapons from their sepulchres would thus 
seem to show that the people in these parts of Madura had been a pas- 
toral race. 

Palmi I ~ i l l s  Kistvaens. 

There are quite a number of groups of kistvaens scattered about 
the sides of the valley west from the Perumitl Peak ; these have been 
generally noticed in Mr. Sewell's Topographical Lists cf Antiquities 
(Volume T, p. 288). In  company with Mr. Turner, I visited one, which 
had been referred to by Bishop Caldwell. I t  is known as Arasi Parai, 

* I b ,  p. 6, paw, 11, 3. 
t They may probably be in the photographs, but the copy 1 had did not have 

these. 
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is about 3,500 feet lower than Kodaikanal, and stands on a level outcrop 
of rock midway up the east side of the valley west from Perumil hill. 
I t  consists of a, group of kistvaens, enclosed by a regularly-built ma- 
sonry basement, measuring about 42 feet square. The stones forming 
the square are rough blocks, square-dressed on the exterior and fitted 
together without mortar. Many of them have fallen out of position, 
and the blocks lie heaped up outside ; but the square can still be dis- 
tinctly traced. The soil is only a few inches in depth, and the walls 
have been built on the solid rock. Inside the enclosure are a number of 
kistvaens, in various stages of preservation-placed regularly side by 
side. These are formed by four upright slabs resting on the rock, with 
a large slab laid on the top. The kists and the rest of the space in the 
square enclosnre have been fillcd up to the depth of a few feet with earth 
and stones. The remains stand north-east and south-west. We ex- 
amined a few of them, but fonnd nothing but small pieces of broken 
pottery; they seem all to have been rifled at  some previous time or 
other; I heard that some others in the vicinity had lately been privately 
opened, and beads fonnd inside. Tho side stones of the tombs stand 
generally in proper position, but the top slabs are very dilapidated, and 
one-that in the west corner-has evidently been lifted bodily, a l ~ d  
thrown outside. The slab lies in a position where it could by no possi- 
bility have fallen naturally ; this does not, however, seem to have been 
done a t  all recently. The state of this group is one of general ruin. 

A mile to the north of the previous one, and a few yards down from 
the path, is another fine group of kicltvaens in very complete preserva- 
tion. I t  was first discovered by Mr. Turner. This has also the same 
peculiarity of a square enclosing basement. Being built on a very 
decided slope of rock, and the stones of the basement not placed verti- 
cally, but a t  right angles to the rock sui*face, many of them have fallen 
out of position. On the north side, most of the stones of the wall have 
fallen out of place and rolled partly down the hill. The kistvaens 
themselves lie over at  the same angle, but stand complete, with the top 
slabs in their proper positions. Some of these are very large, and one 
of them must weigh at  least five tons. The position of this group is 
different from the other, standing north-weat by south-east. I t  has not 
been altogether free from attempts a t  destruction, for one slab, a t  the 
west corner, has a piece four feet by two feet broken out of i t  by crow- 
bars, the marks of which are distinctly visible. Some one had evi- 
dently tried to throw the stone out of position, but it being too heavy, 
they had commenced to break it up. When we saw it, it was in rather 
a dangerous position, for the side stone had been removed ; I therefore 
plaoed some stone supports under it. The attempted destructioll may 
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bave taken place many years ago, when the roadmy was being oon- 
structed, or i t  may have been through natives searching for treasure. 
The contents of this have, a t  one time or other, been cleared out, and 
we only found a few pieces of broken pottery. These were interesting, 
however, in that they shewed the peculiar bbck and red glazed colmrs 
of the pottery found in the plains near Madura. If this does not show 
that these megaliths were erected by migratory sections of the fribes 
who used the others on the plains, it would at  least prove they must 
bave had some connexion with them, when they used the same kinds 
of pottery. I t  is curious that this should have been so ; the one class 
of megalithic remains have an enclosure of stone circles whereas the 
others are erected in a square enclosure. 

The square built basement of these kistvaem is a peculiarity in ita 
way, and is but one of the many varieties of megalithic remains, per- 
taining to difEerent parts of the country. Cromlechs and dolmens are 
found, with slight variations in their cl&racter, all the world over ; and 
it is also interesting to find that funeral jars, seemingly such as theee 
we have lately been examining, are found in other countries besides 
India. Between Carthagena and Almeria, the remains of a pre-historic 
colony have lately been fonnd, which are believed to have been inhabi- 
ted by some unknown race previous to the Aryans. Numbers of utensils, 
ornaments, and arms have been found, some without trace of metal, and 
others in stone, iron, and bronze. Remains of bodies were found buried 
in large jars and in tiled square enclosures. This in Spain ; and in  
Africa also, an aboriginal tribe-in Taveta--have burial customs which 
are similar in some respects to those remaining in India. From a recent 
traveller and explorer* we learn that " after death the body is buried in  
a sitting posture, the left arm resting on the knee, and the head sup- 
ported by the hand, the contrary arm and hand being used by the 
women. When they have remained sufficiently long to be reduced to  
skeletons, the skulls of the man and his chief wife are taken out, and 
placed in deep, oval-shaped pots. These are laid on their sides a t  the 
base of dracsena trees in the centre of his plantation, where in the 
shape of good spirits they keep watch and ward over the welfare of 
the crops." 

When we find cromlechs, stone circles, and other megalithic remains 
in different parts of the world, presenting a wonderful similarity in 
design and arrangement to each other, i t  would argue either a wander- 
ing tribe in early periods of ancient society, or different races having 
connexion with each other. We find in India megalithic and various 
f o r m  of earthenware receptacles for the dead, which have evidently 

Thornson, Through Masai Land, 3rd dition, 1885, p. 110. 
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been wed contemporaneously with each other. The probabilitiy there- 
fore is, that these earthen tombs may perhaps be as widespread as the 
megaliths are known to be. Those buried in these ancient Indian jars 
eould only have been plmed in a sitting posture, similar to that prac- 
tised by certain modern burying castes. I t  is certainly curious to find 
the same jars and a similar custom a t  the present day in  Africa. A 
wider investigation might reveal a more widespread practice still pre- 
vailing in other countries. 

The Mother of Jahcingir.-By M A H ~ M A B O P ~ D H Y ~ Y A  KAVIR~JA SHY~MAL 
DXS, M. R. A. S., P. R. H. S., Court Poet ctnd Historian, Udaipur. 
Translated from the Hindi by BAs6 R ~ M  PFLAS~D. 

"It is curious that there should be any uncertainty about the name 
and family of Jahitngir's mother," is the opening line of a paper by 
11. Beveridge, Esq., C. S., published in the Bengal Asiatic Society's 
Journal, No. 3 for 1887, page 164. 

A careful perusal of the paper, instead of removing the uncertainty, 
gives rise to several fresh doubts and suspicions, which shall be treated 
in this paper, in the order inwhich they occur. 

Q. 1. Was Jahingir's mother a Hindti lndy ? 
This question must be answered in the affirmative, and of this 

reply proofs are given below. 
Q .  2. Was ignorance or prejudice the reation why the Mnham- 

madan historians did not record the name of Jahingir's mother ? 
There should be no wonder if they were guided by religions or 

national prejudice in withholding her name from their works, few of 
which are totally free from prejudice-a fact that needs no confirmation. 

Q .  3. Was a Jodh BBi Jahaingir's mother ? 
No. The only lady of Jodh'pur wedded to Akbar (JahBngir's 

father) was Rukmciwati, the danghter of Rho Mall Dev by his concubine* 
Tipti. She had been given away in marriage to Akbar by Chandra 
Sen, the son of Mall Dev ; and she had no issue. 

Another Jodh'pur princess MBn'mati, the daughter of Moth Rijh 
Udai Singh, was married in the Samvat year 1645 (A. D. 1588) to 
Jahhngir himself, who named her Jagat Gos(iyi7~ or ' Mistress of the 
World.' Prince Wurram, afterwards the emperor ShBh Jahin, was 
born of her. 

The Hind6 Rirjirs had no sornple in giving away girls of illegitimate birth 
in marriage to the Muhammadan emperors, who had not the least objection to 
accepting matches of this nature. . . 
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Q. 4. Was a sister of Paher WBn, uncle of RBjB MBn Singh and 
a brother of Bhag'wtin DBs, the mother of Jahhngir ? . 

No. I second the statement of my learned friend Mr. Beveridge, 
that, granting a sister of Pahi: a h n  was in Akbar's haram, she wae 
not Jahbngir'a mother. 

Then, as regards PahQ: EhBn himself, Rijh Bhag'wbn Dhs (of 
Jaipur) had no brother of that name, as none of the eight sons of 
the latter's father, U j B  Bhhr* Mall, bore it. Perhaps by the word 
brother, JahBngir meant only a relative; as relatives of the RBj'pbts, 
removed even by ten generations, are called brothers. 

Q. 5. Was Jahbugir's mother (a) the daughter or (b) the grand- 
daughter of Bhir Mall ? 

(a) JahBngir's mother was the elder daughter of RBjB Bh4r Mall 
KachhwB11h of Amber (Jaipur). She had been married to Akbar, ac- 
cording to Abu-1-Fael,* a t  SBmbhar in H. 969 (A. D. 1562). 

Like Abu-1-Bael, the other Muhammadan authors have, t.hrough 
prejudice, omitted the name of this lady in their narrative of JahBngir's 
birth. 

But Mnnshi SujBn RBi who is considered a reliable authority by 
the Persian authors, and most likely derived the information relating 
to JahBngir's birth from the contemporaries of Akbar and Jahingir, 
plainly says in his QuZdgatw-t-Tawd~ia.$ that Jahingir was born of 
the daughter of RBjB Bhir  Mall Kachhwhhb, in H. 977 (A. D. 1570), 
which is also the uniform statement of the Mirdt-i-A'ftdb Numd,$ the 
Siyaru-1-Muta@irilz,II and the Tiria-i-Rashidu-d-din lGini .7  The 
historians of ItBj'phtBnB likewise agree in stating Jahhngir to have been 
born of an Amber princess. 

(b) The granddaughter of BhBr Mall (and daughter of Bhag'wiin 
Dbs) was married to prince Jahingir, and their nuptials were celebrated 
with great pomp and splendour by Akbar. Prince Wusrau was the 
result of the union. 

Jahlnair writes in his Memoirs that, when this Begam committed 
suicide by swallowing a dose of opium a t  AllhhBbid, he married another 

* In  the paper under discussion the form Bihdd Mall is an error. Trans. 
[What proof is there for this statement ? ED.] 

t Akbarnlma, Vol. 11, p. 198. The page in the Bib. Ind. edition is 157. 
$ MSS. p. 221. Written in the 40th year of 'Xlamgir'a reign H. 1107 (A. D. 

1697). 
§ MSS. p. 216. Written in the 45th year of Shlh 'Xlam 11.'~ reign, H. 1225 

(A. D. 1811), by Shlh NawLz a L n  Hlshimi of Delhi. 
11 Luck. Ed. p. 116. Written in H. 1195 (A. D. 1781) by Munshi Sayyid %dim 

ynsain. 
7 p. 71. Hj:dcrabad, 1880 A. D. By Manshi @nllm Imlm h & n .  . - '. : - - .  . . . . -  
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Jaipnr princess, the daughter of Jagat Singh (son of MBn Singh and 
grandson of Bhag'wln Dh). 

Q .  6. Jahiingir's mother was not a Hind6 lady, but a Muham- 
madan, the widow of Bairiim =An. 

This affirmation is contradicted by the statements made in answer- 
ing the last question. 

The widow o# BiirQm a n ,  named Salimah Sult_&n Begam, was 
o very intelligent lady, possessing many virtues and accomplishments ;* 
she had certainly been married to Akbar, and was the most distinguished 
of his wives, tw Mr. Beveridge sags, and commanded the respect of all 
the ladies in the zamina : but the lady, who had the honour of giving 
birth to  Jahbgir ,  was a Jaipur princess-a princess, Hind6 by origin.? 

Q. 7. Was N6r Jah4n entrubhd by Jah6ngir to Ruqiyyah Begam 
or to Salimah Sulthn 3 

N6r JaGn, when brought to Court after the wassination of her 
husband Sher Afgan, was kept in the charge of Rupiyyah Begam (the 
daughter of MirzS Hind61, one of Biibar's sons), the Begam of Akbar, 
next to Salimah SulfQn in respect. 

Q. 8. I s  the word Ruqiyyah or raqabah in the Iqb6lnQmrt ? 
The IqbBlnBmaS has the word Ruqiyyah, the name of the daughter 

of I(ha1ifah 'Ali, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet-which being 
regarded aa a blessed one, is given by the Moslems to their daughters. 

The word rapabahs would make no sense in the passage in question. 
Q. 9. What is the wrrect meaning of the words wrilidah sabab-i- 

Besh  ? 
Thiu expression does not mean " own mother,'' but a lady regarded 

es a mother for some reason (sabab). 
Q. 10. What authority is there for the statement that Salimah 

had adopted Jahhngir, after his own mother's death ? 
Salimah Sulfin was considered the p r d i a n  of Akbar'e zadna, 

~ n d  all the children of Akbar and JahQngir wwe tended by hor : it was 
for this very reason that she mediated on Jahhngir's behalf, when he 
had fallen out wibh Akbar, and brought him to Court from AlliihBbBd. 
Jahhngir regarded her as his atother, and she in turn looked upon 

+ The Mi&-i-'Xltnn and the Tha-i -ghurehid  Ja'hi give the d e t e i  of her noble 
&niutes. Her metrical compositions were signed M a w  (hiddm, ammymou.s). 

t It was impossible that a Hind6 lady could, when married to a M~harnm&~ 
king, continue a Hhdh, at least in the eyes of the Hindbs ; in that sense, it can 
be said that JahBsgir's mother waa wt a Hind4 lady. Trane. 

$ Lucknow Ed. 1870, p. 529. 
8 Epibntly there ia a misprint in the Bib. Ind. Ed., the letter q having 

-ay 
a dot, we read rqabah ( &i> ), of ruqiyyah ( ). Trans. 
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him as her son. But it shonld be borne in mind that there was no system 
of adopting children among the Muhammadans, if the word adoption is 
taken in its legal sense. 

Q. 11. Can there be any doubt that Salimah was Jahingir's 
mother ? 

I 
Salimah was only a step-mother of Jahingir. His own mother wad 

the daughter of Bhir  Mall.* 
Q. 12. Was Shihzida B i n a m ,  the daughter of Salimah Sultin, 

Jahhngir's full sister ? 
As Salimah Sulthn was not Jahsngir'e own mother, her daughter 

Was not his full sister. 
Before concluding this paper, I mmt  oriticise a statement of Abu-l- 

Faql, implying flattery to the Muhammadan emperm. He says that, 
a certain Hind6 R6ji ofered his daughter in marriage to the emperor 
Akbar, beseeohing His Majesty to honour him, by keeping her in hie 
haram. 

This etatement is totally incorrect. The Hind6 RBjb did not 
give away their daughters voluntarily to the Muhammadan emperors ; 
the origin of the practice is given in the following paragraphs.$ 

When HumiyGn had been expelled from India by the Pathain 
Sher Shih S6r, and in h i  flight reached Prin, he was taken to task 
by the Persian king Tahdsp ,  that he could not have lost his hold on 
India, had he been prudent enough to have contracted marriage-ties 
with the Hind6 RhjLs, aa BBbar had done. I n  that case, he said, the  
Hind6 Rhjhs would have assisted him in times of need. 

H u m i y h  perceived the valne of the important political dodge 
suggested by Tahmisp, and was determined to act up to its very letter, 
on his return to India, but he died no sooner than he returned. 

His son Akbar was fully alive to the advantages likely to accrue 
by adopting such a policy ; and once he teld Rhji Bhir  Mall, that the 

of the Imperial family, eqnal to them in rank and nobility, had 
been left in Turkisthn, and it would be a good thing if the Hind6 
Rhjis, belonging to ancient independent royal families, were to contract 
marriage relationship with the imperial household. 

u j i  Bhhr Mall, looking upon i t  aa objectionable, on religious grounds, 
for Hind6 Rhjh  to marry Muhammadan princesses, preferred the alter- 
-tiye of giving his daughter to the emperor in marriage, aa stated by 
Snjin R4i.S 

Vide ante Q. 6. 
t [ ~ t  would be interesting to know the Kavir6j'e authority for his statements in 

those paragraphs regarding I'ahm4ap's advioe and HumBybn'a and Akbar'a attitude 
t o d s  it. ED.] 

$ see Q. 6 of this paper. 
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I 

I am very glad that the subject has been taken up, and I am much 
obliged to Kavirhj Shyhmal DBs for pointing out that the a u l & a t u - t -  
Tawhi& gives Bihhri Mall's daughter ae the mother of JahBngir. The 
question is, if this is a sufficient authority. The I(hulhgatu-t-Tawhrikh 
has not, I believe, ever been printed, but the MS. in the Society's 
Library is in accordance with the Kavidj's statement. Munshi SnbhSn 
Rhi (the name given him by Elliot) wrote a t  the end of the 17th 
century, in the time of Aurangzib and some seventy years after Jahhn- 
gir's death. He is therefore not a contemporary historian, and we do not 
know whence he got the fact about Bih4ri Mall's aaughter. According to 
Colonel Lees, Subhhn R4i is a good writer, but Sir Henry Elliot speaks 
very disparagingly of him. Many, however, may think his' statement 
sufficient to determine the point. The other authorities, quoted by the 
Kavirirj, do not, I think, strengthen Snbhhn R S s  evidence, as they are 
very modern. khulirm Husain W i n ,  the earliest of them, wrote about 
a century ago, and his statement seems to have been merely copied from 
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In his Memoim, Jah4ngir says that he solicited the hand of the 
daughter of Jagat Singh Kachhw4h6, eon to Rirjir Mirn Singh of 
Jaipnr, but his suit having been rejected by Rho Bhoj of Blindi, the 
girl's maternal grandfather, he had a mind to return from Khbnl to 
India, to punish the R4o for his ineolenoe, who, however, wm dead 
before Jahhgir 's  return. 

When the BGndi RBj4s threw off the allegiance to the Mahk 
rAnh of Udaipnr and entered into the Imperial service in S. 1625 
(A. D. 1568), they had made a contract with Akbar, not to marry their 
daughters to the Moslem emperors; and like the Udaipnr House 
they looked down upon those Riij4s who had done so ; and i t  was for 
this reason that RBo Bhoj objected to his granddaughter being made 
a Begam. 

8umm.u y. 
An attempt has been made in this paper to show that Jagingir'e 

another was a lady, Hindti by origin, having been the daughter of R i j i  
BllL Mall of Jaipnr ; that Salimah Sult_&n Was Jahhngir's step-mother, 
and that the Hind6 RirjijQs did not offer their daughters voluntarily to 
t h e  Muhammadan emperors, but they gave their daughters, when soli- 
cited by the emperors, to contract marriage ties with them. 
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SubMn RBi. I t  seems that, aa regards the times before his own, this 
writer is a mere plagiariet from Subhan R4i or some other mnnahi. 
Besides he clearly is not accurate, for he describes the mafiiage of Bihhri 
Mall's daughter aa having talren place after the capture of Chitor, 
whereas it occurred six years previously. 

I still think the silence of all the leading historians remarkable. 
Neither Abu-EFel, nor Nigbmn-d-din, nor Badhoni, nor Firishtah nor 
mhfi ah mentions Bihiri Mall's daughter tta Jahhngir's mother. This 
cannot have been the result of bigotry ; for Abn-1-Fazl, at least, was no 
bigot, and he and some of the others mention the marriage of BiMrf 
Mall's daughter with approval. If they approved of the marriage, why 
should they not hsve approved of its resulting in the birth of a son P 
They distinctly mention that Bhag'whn DBs' daughter waa the mother of 
musrb. The Mn'kirn-1-Umar6, now being printed by the Society, is a 
modern book, but it is an elabofate one, and was highly thought of by 
Professor Blochmann. It haa biographies of Bihhri Md1 and his sons, 
but it nowhere mentions that BihBri Mall's daughter gave birth t o  
Jahbngir. 

I have consulted the MS. of the TawBriE-i-Salim in oar library. 
The statement there is exactly as Price (p. 19) translates it, that Jahhn- 
gir married a daughter of BihSri Mall, and had by her his son musrti. 
This daughter might possibly be a younger sister of the one who mar- 
ried Akbar, but the statement that she was the mother of WusrG is 
certainly wrong. Undoubtedly his mother was the daughter of Bhag'- 
w4n. As for the passage about Yah4p n b n ,  or Bahsdur Win, cis i t  
is in our MS., the Kavirhj's remark, about the lax use of the word 
brother, is irrelevant as the word in the autobiography is uncle and not 
brother. The statement (Price, p. 34) is that PahBr a t i n  was a digni- 
tary of 2000 and the uncle of Rdj4 M6n Singh, and that his sister wae 
in Akbar's haram, but no favourite with destiny. A BahBr Whn or 
Bahidur =An is mentioned in Abn-1-Fazl's list of Akbar's grandees. 
He is No. 87, and is described as one of the &ul&ms or slaves of Hu- 
m & ~ ~ ~ ,  so that he m y  have been originally a Hindli, like I ' t i d d  B i n  
of GujrAt, but how he came to be Rhji M&n Singb's uncle, I do not 
know. There ia a curious statement in the TawBriB-i-Salim (Price, 
p. 47)' that Akbar had a son by Bibi Maryam who was placed under the 
care of R6j4 Bihhri Mall. Could this be the Bibi Marpm about whom 
there seem to be traditions at Fathptir Sikh ? 

The Kavirhj speaks of traditions and of the historians of mij- 
piithn8, but Tod and others do not mention any tradition about 
Bihhi Mall's daughter. On the contrary, Tod tells us that the name of 
Bhw'whn DBs is execrated in lUjpGtBn4, because he was the first who 



allied himself with the Moghnl. This sta.hement is repeated in the 
P o l i t i d  History of Jaipur by Col. Brooke. (Government Selections, 
Nd. 65, p. 14.) It is, however, certainly wrong, for there is no doubt that 

I 
hie father had previously given his daughter in marriage to Akbar. I . 

admit, fully, that if a RBjpht lady was the mother of Jah4ngir, there 
is better authority for her having been Bih4ri Mall's datlghter, than for 
her having been of the Jodhpur family. I cannot find that Udai Singh, 
or the Moth Rhjh gave his sister to Akbar, though he gave his daughter 
to Jahs~lglr, and i t  would appear that Chandra Sen's introduction to 
Akbar and the marriage of his sister or other relative to Akbar did not 
take place till the 15th year of the reign, that is, after JahQngir's birth. 
I also admit that there are great difficulties in the way of holding that 
either Salimah or Ruqinah  Begam was the mother of Jahhngir. But I 
&ill think it not established that his mother was Bihiiri Mall's daughter. 
Perhapa the TBrikh-i-Blfi would throw ght on the subject, but our 
Society's copy of that work is incomplete, and does not come down to 

&bar's time. Possibly too, if discreet inquiries were made a t  the Court 
of Jaipnr, the truth might be ascertained. 

Kudarkot Inscription of Takshadatta.-By A. F ~ H R E R ,  PH. D. 

This inscription is on a white sandstone slab, which was found, 
i n  1875, amongst the ruins of the old fort of Kudarkot, a small village in 
tahsil Bidhhna, 24 miles north-east of Etawah, in the North-Western 
Provinces. That Kundarkot was once a place of some importance, is 
evident from the rise and height of the mound upon which i t  is b.lilt, 
and the number of large bricks and sculptured stones scattered about 
the place. That i t  is a place of great antiquity, is proved by this 
inscription. The original slab is how in the Lucknow Museum, having 
been presented by Dr. W. Hoey, C. S., in December 1886, who found i t  
a t  EtAwah in the Collector's godown, an open shed affording no proper 
protection for such a treasure. 

The slab measures 2' 6i" x 1' 5" x 3". The most interesting point 
about this inscription is the character of the letters. On the whole 
they show the later aupta type; but the mason has taken out the 
kdnas, i. s., the vertical strokes for the long d, and placed them above 
the letters after which they are to be read. The medial i is also highly 
ornamented. In  this respect, as well as in the form of letters, the 
inscription retjembles the Asirgarh seal of S'arvavarman, published in the 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Brikain and Ireland, Vol. 
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111, p. 377, and Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Val. V, p. 483 ; 
the two JhBlrhpBthan inscriptions of Sagvat 746 (A. D. 689 or 824), 
published in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. V, p. 180 ; the mutilated inscrip. 
tion of PBvaravarman on the south gate of the J4mi' mmjid a t  Jannpnr, 
published in General Cunningham's Archaeological Bvrts, Vol. XI, 
Plate X X X V l I ;  and two rock inscriptions which I lately found in 
the north scarp of the KBlinjar fort, and which will shortly be pub- 
lished in this Journal. 

The preservation of the d a b  is perfect. With the exception of 
about four letters a t  the end of line 15, and one single letter in line 16, 
every letter ia perfectly clear and distinct ; so that, with the exceptiom 
referred to, there can be no doubt whatever about the a c b l  redings 
of the slab. The mistakes made by the engraver are few end &- 
portant and admit of easy correction. In respect of orthography we 
have to notice :-(1) the persistent doubling of g, j, m, y, v, t, in conjunc- 
tion with a preceding r and, in the case of t, also with a following 

(viz. ); (2) the occasional use of the dental sibilant for the 
palatal; (3) the constant occurrence of h l  s remaining unchanged 
before initial S. 

The inscription records the erection of a residence for Brihmauas 
by one Takshadattc~, the son of Harivarman, alias Mamma, son of 
Haridatta, and apparently mentions the names of the first six Brhh- 
ma*El who resided there. Unfortunately the inscription is not dated ; 
but, according to the alphabet in which i t  is written, i t  belongs to the 
9th or lOlh century A. D. Of Haridatta, Harivarman, and Takshadatta 
nothing of any historical value is mentioned. 

On p. 365 of Volume IV of the North- Weatern Prouincea Gazetteer 
is given what purports to be a W-C~ transcript and translation of this 
inscription, made by a Benares pandit. But i t  is evident that the 

cannot have seen the original slab and had to rely on an ap- 
parently imperfect paper rabbing. I t  will, therefore, not be considered 
unnecessary to re-edit and translate afresh thie interesting document. 

Text.* 

[I] * m : u ~ ~ - * f i y j f t ~ l s m h . m -  
snwl?!l* gr;rr BCI QmJT 11 C9111 $ d w M m w :  

W ~ . f m m n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m : l l [ ~ l , ] p * -  

@ q a \ m b  mgf. I M- 
* From the original slab. 
L. 1. t Metre : Argh. Read B f i j ~ o .  f. bletre : S'loka (Annstubh). 
L. 2. § Metre : KryP.  
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L. S. Metre ; Vasantatilaka. 
L. 6. t Metre : S'loka (hnehtnbh). f Metre : Upendramjrh. 
L. 6. 5 Metre : S'loka (Anmhpbh). 11 Metre : Drntavibmbitakam. 
L. 6. Ilead lr Metre: Sloka (hosfnbh). 
L. 7. ** Metre : S'loke (hmhtnbh). ft Metre : Sloka (Annshtnbh). 
L. 8. a Metre : 6loke ( k h m b h ) .  Read m. 5 5  Metre : S'loka (Anash- 

tnbh). 
L. 9. ( ( 1 1  Metre: Kryi. Bead r9qTW I 
L. 10. TT Metre : eai. *** Metre : Vasentatilake. 
L. 11. ttt Metre: Vasantatilaka. %ad ~ f @ *  
L. 12. ff 3 Metre : Kry6. 
L. 13. Bead F T W  W-0 



0g ! Adoration ! (V. 1.) Dnrgh, placed near N i l a h f h a  (S'iva), 
slender-waisted, the lion* and Skanda sitting by her side, shining like 
the snowy mountain (Himhlaya), ever pleming, is victorious ! 

(V. 2.) There was one named Sri HariJatta, renowned like a 
second Hari (Vishnu), whose conduct was uncorrupted, though Lekshmi 
lavished her smiles upon him ; 

(V. 3.) Whom gain of riches, immoveable in gems, undisturbed, 
[and exclneive alone of] the gems which serpents hid [in their heads] 
beneath the mountains, was like' the lotus-atalk of the best of men 
(Vishnu) ; 

(V. 4.) Whose virtnons son was named Harivawnaa, known also 
by the name of S"Tk Mamma, under whose sunshine of glory, ae it were, 
the lotus-forests, made by the faces of the damsels of his whole house- 
hold, flourish. 

(V. 5.) And even now, alas ! the fire of his fury consumes, as i t  
were, to his heart's content the trees, parks, and palaces of his enemies. 

(V. 6.) The number of wounds inflicted by the sword, aimed suc- 
oessfully a t  his broad chest, are like an incised series [counting] the 
marks of the many successful victories of this king. 

(V. 7.) ,Though desired, two objecfe could not be accomplished, 
&x., by the army of his foe to see his back, and by the wife of another 
man his chest. , 

(V. 8.) He  excelled even Prajhpati (the Progenitor), the creator 
of the seven oceans, the earth and the mountains, by his own power 
of creation in forming large lakes likes oceans, and temples like moun- 
tains, by tens of millions. 

L. 14. Read *BW: P;Wo ; 4qm0 ; ~ @ q  ms, 
L 16. Read .hq ; ito. 
L. 16. Read P?To, WJW-3. 

* i. e. Durgi's vehicle. 
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(V. 9.) The great supporters of the earth (i. e., mountains or 

kings), with hardened hearts and roots fixed within the ground, were 
caused by him to bow down at his command with all indignity. 

(V. 10.) He opened the veins of the earth under the pretence 
of sinking wells, the outward form of which had been, aa ?t were, 
surfeited with his graciousness. 

(V. 11.) His foes who, approaching with arrows and determined, 
came against him with a desire of success, were [sure to be] disap- 
pointed, but the suppliants were never so, who came soliciting, needy, 
and with a desire of gaining their object. 

(V. 12.) In  his policy he, being extremely anxious for the welfare 
[of his subjects], was never known to yield, but always put down hia 
enemies with force. 

(V. 13.) He begot a son, named Tabhdat ta ,  educated in the re- 
verence of the three Vedas,'and who bent down the necks of hie enemies. 
' 

(V. 1 )  "We, whose inborn virtue had repeatedly been the 
preservative of all [subjects], have entirely been forsaken like a blade 
of grass by that gift, desirous of glory." 

(V. 15.) Thus (speaking) loudly the spirits of that [monarch], 
beidg now, as it were, a t  the top of their patience and having obtained 
some other residence, found out their way through the openings of some 
wounds which he had received with the sword. 

(V. 16.) This venerable person, who had by the noise [caused] 
by the delightful, fervent and continual interpretation of the Vedas 
deafened the quarters of the heavens, built this lofty, large, lasting 
and very beautifully decorated institution for the instruction of the 
three Vedas. 

(V. 17.) As long as his virtues, like the rays of the moon, gladden 
the world, free of thick darkness, so long let this institution of a dif- 
ferent kind, the delight of the world, remain undisturbed in all its 

original designs. 
(V. 18.) These well-composed verses have been written by Bhadra, 

the son of Vkmana, and by Aiiini, and have been engraved by the 
mason Devadeva. 

(L. 13.) Mahhsenadatta, the son of Sfiryadatta, of the Shnkyitya 
family, follower of the Bahvricha branch [of the Rigveda] ; Jitaveda- 
soma, the son of Govatsasoma, of the Vatsa family, follower of the 
Kinva branch [of the Rigveda] ; 

(L. 14.) Vaiivhnarakirtti, the son of Kuladipakirtti, of the 
Knhala family, follower of the Chhandoga branch [of the Shmaveda] ; 
S'ri Chandradhara, the son of Uditachara of the Vhsishtha family, 
follower of the Bahvficha branch [of the Rigveda] ; 

K 
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(L. 15.) Bahudpakrman, the son of Vasusvhmin, of the Aupsman- 
yava family, follower of the Kbnva branch [of the Rigveda] ; K * * 
* * the son of Dhritaguptasvbmin, of the Ghlava family, follower 
of the Chhandoga branch [of the SBmaveda] :- 

(L. 16.) By these [persons] was this institution built for the 
mightiest and lawful protection of those versed in the knowledge of 
$he illustrious three Vedag through the fame of S'ri Mamma. 
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